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DAY IS OBSERVED Jury Chosen and Trial of Caleb Pow-MAYOR-ELECT HAS 1.1ndge Bugg Sends Sam CrosslandiPENNSYLVANIANS
DEFEAT CORNELL
APPOINTMENT OF and Art Brand to Jail for Three
ers on Charge of Murder of
APPROPRIATELY
BY ROUND SCORE
CITY TREASURER
Hours for Contempt of Court.
Goebel Starts.
131 HOME PEOPLE
Poor are 1Ve11 Remembered Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 29. (SPecial.)-The first trial of tSileb Pow-and Acei tents are Conspi- ers. for alleged complicity in the mur
cuously Absent in Reports der of William Goebel, in which a
Republican was allowed to sit on the
From This Section-What jury,
started yesterday
afternoon,
with eight Democrats and _four ReThey Did.
publicans in the box.' On Democrat
opposed capital punishment and one
Wil(fated for \Vinson. Attorney
FOREIGN COLONISE* - REMEMBER liams, for the prosecution, made the
opening statement.
The names of the jurymen follow:
J. W. Renaker, G. B. Shinkle, J. C.
Quietly for the most part, and
Linde. A. B. Jouett. James A. O'Hara
more generally than ever before,
B. S. Franke. E .1 MarAiall,. E. J.
Thanksgiving was observed in Paducah fittingly yesterday. All industries were silent and business houses,
offices, public buildings and sehools
were closed, and the peovie were at
home in family groups.
A number of the churches had
special services either in the morning
or the evening, and they were well
attended. Lots of people went to
the country, some to hunt and others
to spend the day with relatives. In
the city a large number aitended the
the afternoon,
football game in
The warrant, charging Peter Armoving
while the vaudeville and
picture shows and skating rink en- lund, with obtaining property under
false pretenses, was dismissed by
joyed holiday patronage.
There were no accidents of any Judge Cross this morning, the prosdrunkenness ecution failing to show that the draft
seriousness and little
apparent. The police experienced a he gave the Desberger Clothing company in payment for a suit of child's
quiet day.
(lothing was ever presented to ArCaring for the Poor.
The poor were well remembered. lund for payment by the Louisville
and the calls for help were not un- bank, to which it was sent for colThe Charity club lection. A' second charge against
usual yesterday
took 414114 et all_apolicanticata, and Arlund, of obtaining_money by false
Jap Toner, general secretary, made pretenses, was continued until Mnthe rounds the day before, distribut- day to give the prosecution an op
ing perishable articles of food, which portunity to get an official of the
had been donated. He relieved per- bank, on which Arlitind gave the
check, cashed by Desbergers a few
haps a dozen families.
The Rev. R. W. Chiles and wife, days after the draft was accepted for
cf the Union Rescue mission, re- the clothing, to come to Paducah to
ported that they fed about 54) people testify.
Ariund was much elated over'the
and took donations to the county
popr farm yesterday, where they dismissal of the first charge against
him. Arlund claims that the finanheld services.
The Salvation Army. although no cial panic Is the cause of him being
(especial appeal was made for con- down and out at present. He claims
tributkme, fed about a dozen famt to have securities in a Louisville
relieved a bank that are valued at a large sum
lies. Private charity
but cam ot realise on them now. He
large number of the distressed.
has received some money since he
has been imprisoned.
In Washington.
Washington, Nov. 29.-Preeident
Roosevelt took advantage of the holiday to fulfill a long-standing desire

Mayfield. Ky., Nov. 2:9. --(Special.)
Race, 0. It. Collier, Frank Lee, Thos. Many Requests Being Made
- is t or ca 1 shrieks of frightened
Robinson and J. L. Price.
That Successor Be Named, women witnesses. scurrying feet of
The first witness( was ChM Engiauditors seeking some - place to hide,
neer Vt'oodoon, of Frankfort. He
Who Will Put Mr. Dorian in and nclignant raps of Cite-tilt Judge
testified eel° the di:eaten of the bullet and [Mewed a plat of the capitol
as Deputy Until Special Elec- Ilugg's gavel, mingled with horrid
oaths and vile epithets in the circuit
grounds. The commonwealth insttion May be Held.
court tills morning. ertriali Attorney
ed on •bringing out the details of the
Barn H. C'roseland and Art Brand enshooting. which She defense a'Irnttled.
gaged in an alo-reation, which promregarding the Ant coming from the
ised laeodshed, during the trial of a
window of the office of the secretary THE LtIV SEE Nis TO
PLAIN will
centeet ease. Nothing came of
of state.
the episode, however, except that
both belligerepts were locked up in
Full French Acquitted,Beattyville, Ky. Nov. 29. (Special)
While there seems to be a general jail until -2 o'clock this afternoon.
was found not concurrence in the opinion that Sec- In the case, Which was helms tile&
---Fulton French
guilty of th Marcum murder
tion 16.0 of the constitution, provid- before a jitte. Rcilitetas & Thomas
ing that "no Malt( officer of any city
of the first or second elatis after the

•

Surprise in Biggest Game on
Thanksgiving on Franklin
Field-How Contest Resulted
in College Matches Yesterday Afternoon,
GENERAL

REVIEW

OF SPORTS

.48fillIdelpria, Nov. 29.-Inetory re
peat,d itself on Frankland Field this
afternoon, Pennsylvania again
winning the annual football game with
Cornell, the score this year being 12
to 1. It
was Pennsylvania's thirteenth victory in fifteen games playrill °f
tu
hateb been
°Mc°un°f the
elected
which he shall
ed with the ithaceins, the New York
der this constitution, shall be elected
State team having won one coneest
froni
g term."
edrinj
surv
disqualifies
rseuacce
jnor
and tied another.
The teams were not on the field
holding office another t.rrn, it is
five- minutes before it was seen that
gevnaecraanllc);:
a
iz I tih
b
e veeo
eywli,llantec-;
rr
d mtcheatjatihntlia
Pennsylvania, barring accidents and
flukes of the game, was likely to win.
that Mayor-elect James P. Smith
She went at ("omen hammer and
will appoint some one nominally city
tongs from the jump. and all during
treasurer, who will name Mr. Dorian
the first half of the game was close to
Falai preparationee for the Decem- deputy and allow him to draw the
A memorial service for the Rev.
Twice Pennsylvania
('ornell's goal
ber criminal term of the McCracken salary and conduct the office. There Thomas J. Newell will be held at the
carried the ball over the Cornell tine
circuit cotrrt are being made by can be no city election next year on Broadway Methodist church Sunday
by hard work, only to have the touch __
Sheriff Ogilvie and Iris force of depu- account of the congressional election,
night at 7:3,0 o'clock. It will be
downs disallowed because of holding
ties today. Though lacking in im- so the appointee would hold for two
Once they lost the ball two feet from
probably under the direction of Dr. J. W.
portance, there is a long docket to be years, when Mr. Dorian
the goal on downs, and another time
disposed of and fa large member of would be eligible as a candidate for Blackard, presiding elder of the Pa%then the ball was only two cards
ducah district, assisted by the Rev.
subpoenas have been given the off!: the remainder of the term.
from
a score they were again
die-concerning
the
Infortnation
G. T. Sullivan, pastor of Broadway
cers to serve.
ized for holding. In this t
qualification came to light during a The Trimble Street Methodist church
The final roand up of parthee inQuakers were penalized 75 Ya
study of the laws relating to the sue- will affiliate and possibly some other
dicted on misdemeetior theme* is
cession to the office of city jailer, in churches of the city. Several pas.
Dr. \Vill, who is to lecture at the held Cornell to one first down
being made today, the sheriff mantes
which there will be a- serenne-y Jan- tors trr - other denominations- have Wqsi'' t
-arrived- thia sylvania etearly outplayed Cora:reit in
until near the time for court to meet
uary 1, on account of the death of exprersed a desire to be present at morning and has been the guest of this half and yet, owing to her holdbefore (serving bench warrants for
proclivities. was able to make but
Samuel Beadles, city jailer-elect.
the service. Dr. Newell's four years Mr. John S. Bleeeker, president of ing
these iridieted on unimportant charges
'Several officials were disqualified of faithful service as the pastor of the Paducah Forestry armor-tattoo the one tcruchdown.
This is always (torte teo that them* who
Conditions were practically regreater part of the day. Dr. Will Is
are unable to give bond will not be when the city went into the second the Broadway Methodist church, is
on an extensive tour of the country, versed In the second half, although
and
recognition,.
such
of
conYeliser's
being
deserving
right
Mayor
class,
held in jail at public expense several
he deltvering his lectures on forestry Pennsylvania made another touchweeks awaiting trial. Two arrests tested and Jesse Gilbert, city attor- tributes from those for whom
him. and is enthusiastic over the recep down to a fhb! goal by Cornell. In
with
time
labored
who
and
ney,
labored,
being
the
disqualified,
at
were made this morning. Win Roark
in
this half the Ithacan» seemed to
Dr. Blackard will hold quarterly Uooe he has received.
and Otto Stroud, both colored, were Mayor Yeiser appointed Tom Harriand several times endanger.
strength
not..
a
"Moe-y.101esStreet
great
I,
deal
church
of
Trimble
odd
at
vacancy.
seems
It
meeting
son to fill the
arrested on two counts for gaming.
Pennteleania's goal,
that no one had noticed this provis- on Sunday morning and the congre- attention being devoted to foreet y
The list for jury service hasalreade
Pennsylvania's principal play was
gation wilt conic to Broadway at and its allied interests and at las,
ion.
been Prim moned.
our people seemed to have awaketsed the forward pass which she worked
night
The Law.
C. H. Ogilvie was appeioted deputy
to its importance. Such Dreamiest:Ions almost to perfection. Kelnath was acAttorney Hal Corbett expressed the
a Pennsyl
sheriff this morning to aseiret In wait- off-hand opinion today that there
as your own local association are curate in his throwing and
spot to
Nig on the court during the coming will be a vacancy In the treasurer's
doing effective work and it is grad- vanian was usually on the
receive
ball.
the
term.
He
f‘tegto
office to be filled by the mayor.
note the great growth iii, the
-In the second half Cornell did newt
stated that he had not made any en
Waterbury, Conn., Nov. 29. -- nonilier of them."
passing but the play
Professor Will's leeture is profuse- of the forward
hatistive study, of the law on the sub- Three women and two men were Mdid not bring the substantial reining
ject, but he cited the following propersons injured ly illustrated with beanitiful colored it did to Pennsylvania
ed and six other
vision in the statutes
when a freight engine ran into a slides and will show how our prierThe Quakers' second touchdown
"The term 'vacancy in office.' or street car on a grade crossing this lees natural reecruerre, including
‘Vashington, Nov. 29.-Captain,
was the result of one or Cornelia( forlaconic
streams,
forests,
sell and
(Continued on Page Four.)
Butte, Mom., Nev. 29.-Girl tele- now Congressman Richard Pierson any equiyalent phase, under this morning. The dead were mangled
ward parses being blocked. The ball
beauties are being destroyed, and
phone operators, who stuck to their Hobson. is father of a Thanksgiving article, means such as exists when so that identifleation will be slow.
was on Penney Itania's fifty yard line,
may
they
al:
coneerved
be
for
how
term
a
of
part
there
unexpired
an
is
AMER.
THIRD HUSBAND
The motorman eecapeci by jumping.
poet until the exchange betiding be- day boy. The mother was formerly
and Scarlet. for Pennsylvania. Interof office without a lawful incumbent The gateman. who didn't lower the time for the highest nee of all-the cepted the throw. Draper was on The
PASSING CENTURY NIAltil Ban to burn told Butte newspapers Miss Hull, of Kentucky.
tieephe Ills ieeture is free.
therein. or when the person elected gates, and the conductor, she
over the phone early today that Cody.
ballein a flash and with a clear field
or appointed to an office falls to naled for the car to cross, were arSeneca Falls, N. Y., Nov. 29.- Wyoming,. was being destroyed by
-fin 65 yards for Pennsylvania's score
to
when
or
law,
according
109th
her
qualify
Neespalwr Man Wed..
Mrs. Samuel Decker pawed
rested.
"strict
bre. All the
Cornell's field goal came late in the
there has been no election to fill the
birthday yesterday, she having been been burned before
fisld
h°9:°"11
the wire cottheeChIcago, Nov. 29.--J, if. Smythe, second half. Cornell got the ball in
office at the tame appointed by law.
born November 27, 179R. She is bed- Hone were severed.
correspondent of the Aesociated• Press mid-field and worked it to the twenty
it applies whether•the vagancy is ocrldden now and is waited 017 conat Louisville. Kyt, was married here three yard line. Unable to make furcasioned by death, resignation, restantly by her third husband, to
today to Miss Margaret Rowan, ther headway, Caldwell. who had removal from the state or county or
whom she was married when 102.
daughter of Dr. P. J•_Rosean. of Chi' placed Gardner, dropped back to the
district or otherwise."-Section 1521
Her dinner was served to her yesterrage. The ceremony was performed thirty-five yard line and kicked a
Kentucky statutes.
day an china which was a portion of
In the parsonage of, St.. Patrie.k•• beautiful vial at a difficult angle.
"If the unexpired term will end at
the gifts received at the time of her
hunt by Rev. T. F. Gellighen, a
the next succeeding annual election
first marriage in 1810.
St. Lonim Won.
ifelorrg friend of Mr. and Mrs
Richmond, Va.. Nov. 29.-Mrs
ar which either city:town, sottrnty.
+of +it
fxrtrili-: Nov. 2a. fa. lantiel:nierrerthe---friter-the
Mary Parry, 91 years old, was crimp
versity won over the University of
One of the "tioeeriest" speeches district or state officers are to be
t wo families were oresent
inally asaulted today by a negro,
Nebraska in a game which ta to deLhat
has been delivered in a Paducah elected, the office shall be filled by
nethe
believed
is
It
James Booker.
appointment for the remaihder of the
cide the championship of the Missouri
gro intended to seek her daughter, court room in some time was heard
will not
No ?NIA MI I311( 4511. colored, of 2011
St Louis made four ton •
Mrs. Smith in police court this morning when. term. If the unexpired term
Derac Ledieker, the "8-ey-ar-old Mrs. A. C. Smith.
succeeding annual Allen Row, Meehaniveburg, shot and
downs in the first half and two
son of 'Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Ledicker, aroused neighbors, who beat the ne- Judge William Henry Randolph. a end at the next
which either city, town, kaled his 22-year-old wife in the
the second, tearing through the N4•
died at their home on the Husband gro unconscious. Mrs. Parry's con- battle searre4 veteran of Norfolk, election at
Mrs. Emtne Adcock. aife of Morbraska line for great gains. NebrasVa.. made a plea for clemency of the county, district or state offices are woods back of Jones warehouee, this
road yesterday morning at 8 o'clock dition Is critical.
home on the ka's defense proved surprisingly
court. Judge Randolph was arrested to be elected, and if three months in- afternoon. He eas arrested by Pa- ton Adcock, died at her
frem the effects of measiee. The
this
weak whets, confronted by St. Louis'
last night by Officers Rousch and tervene before said succeeding an- troleten Singery and Crourieux and BlandvIne road near leane Oak
funeral wifl be tomerrow morning at
of at
cause
The
o'clock..
8
at
city,
morning
either
which
at
election
murder.
nual
of
charge
the
on
and
drunk,
Whittemore for being
locked,'up
11 o'clock,. The burial will be at
Mrs.
when arraigned in court seemed to town, county, district or state officers Bacon said his wife was running her death was consumption.
Herzog cemetery.
elected, the office shall be after another man, and be went out Adcir was 33 years of age and
be
to
are
conversational
lost
his
have
none
of
Raper.
Wheeler
Bert Norman, a ear repairer, was
filled by appointment until said in the woods, where she was with leaves her husband and two ehillimen.
Wheeler Raper, a 9-welee-old child, brouSht to the Illinois (lent Mal hospi- powers.. When called op to make a
election and then said vacancy shall several others. an*. they gOt lint() a The funeral will be held tonsorrow
died at the Home of the Friendless tal today from Fulton, wieere he sus- plea of guilty or not guilty, he arose
he filled, by election forThe remain- quarrel. He had the gun and it went atternson at 2 o'clock. The 'huriat
made
and
bench
prisoner's
from
the
held
was
This
funeral
lost night. The
New York.5 , 29 -- A nide/gilt
tained the loss of the lower part
1522
Grove. MM. Adeack
der of- the term."-Sention
really
had
he
showed
r
that
talk
burial
off fogs times, Dr. Carl Sears was Will he in Oak
afternoon at the Home. The
raid was madt., upon the offices of the
his rgia leg in an accident in the
of
Emma
Miss
Hinton.
formerly
statutes._
was
Kentucky
past
was
woman
seen better days and wa• educated
summoned, but the
was in Oak Grove.
defunct Borettiah hank of BrooklYn
yards yesterday. His wife caane with
_Under the first provision a sylla- help. She died in the patrol wagon Paducat, and has) many relatives in sonic time within the last ten days
His talk was effective and the fact
him. Mr. Norman was working unRose
the city. She Is a niece of Milo
that the prisoner wore a crow; of bus in the case of Howes vs. Perry, on the way to the police station.
atel an important bund'e of incrimider a car. when an engine coupled honor, "won for bravery on Virginia 92 Ky., 260. says: "One eho has not
ricoy, teacher at the Franklin
Floouo
The officers met Bacon coming into wt
nating documents, checks, leer
onto It and etarted._ He tried to get
plubattlefields during the late unpleas- received either a majority or
the city.
leaves and notee-including the Patout, but a wheel caught his Tight leC
antness," as he expressed it, caused rality of the votes cast is not entick Henry Mr-Carron not for $13,000,
Cleveland. 0.. Nov. 30 -Thrusting and crushed it.
the court to be lenient and allow him titled to office.••
Was carried off. The work Is attribonsetbig reeolvers in the faces of a
to go with the promise that he would
To Appoint Dorian Deputy.
uted. to former officials of the ha
load of Erie railroad passengers in
THE WEATHER.
_ Mayor-elect James P. Smith. when
sin no more.
Th e (1144n pf•Kyrtthre of these recor•i:
the city station of the railroad eeeely
Jennie Wimberly, colored, was dis- seen today, sa:d:
stirW.:: have the effect of .hielcking a
this moo-nines three masked men
pretty
on
based
opinion,
missed on a charge of disorderly
"It is my
large group of politicians and olh(seeded In looting one of $50 and in
good authority, that Capt. William
conduct.
.t :s slid, whose dealings with
making their escape an a policeman
Addle Grim, Leone Grim and Kraus is not elected by the alleged
bank had not been taken up.
chases'
the
charged the car. Befiii
If
Dorian.
Mr.
persons.
of
disqualification
Francis &egg!, colored
29.-The prize bin poster, brought his romance to a
Nov.
Cincinnati,
arrival of ?. brakeman , Who hurriedly
there
then
were held on the charge of petit lar- Mr. Dorian is disqualified
Libby finish by
Parliament Omits,
developed here regular Laura Jean
withdrew his head when he saate.the
ceny. They were arrested by Officer will be a vacancy in January. which romance.of the year
marrying the original of his pieture
Ottawa, Ont.. Soy. 29. -The custhe
covering
two gleaming reeoleers
Patillo Kirk, of the Illinois Central It will be my duty to fill, until an today and put In the shade the near affinity who was Miss Anna Barnett, tomary ceremonies
marked the open s and spread the alarm, had
P'"
yards, on a charge of stealing a push election can be held. Of course. romance of Cot. Pine Marshall Har- of Cairo, Ill.
Dominion
the
iparrltaine7nt this
cif
ang
ti
pellieernain
a
bringing
succeeded in
cart full of coal from the yards. The this thing coming on me so suddenly, desty, of Kentucky, who hunted up
A year ago Miss Barnett was a afternoen. The session promises to
the fflosere, the three had extracted
Grim woman claimed that she had I cannot sit:, what I shall do. .1 the original of a whisky label face
. company that be a long and exciting one, as the
'
$60 In hills from one paesenger sod
a family that were sick and suffer- shall do whatever scents best and in only to find het in Chicago already member of a theatrical
Iluber ported oppoaation believes it will be the last
and
Cinainnatt
visited
Patrolman..lirelile
loot.
their
desire
with
fled
married. Harry Huber, a Cincinnati
ing from cold. The claim will be In conformity with the will and
some of the bills containing her before the general etior'!on.
flring several shuts at them as they
testigated.
of The people of Paducah. 1 don't
Photograph. He at once fell In love
sped lip the long ,hill to the Superior
Allen Pepper was fined jio and mind telling you, however, that I
taxes. I was with the face on the poster, but mixisrrEit WHO HAPTIZED
viaduct to lose themselves In the
costs on a disorderly conduct charge have been importuned by a number morning, collecting
the
BRADLEY CHILD (IN STAND,
crowd.
of people to appoint someone city elected and feel that I have received failed to get an introduction to
Washington, Nov. 29.- -The Rev.
in
treasurer, who will name Mr. Dorian the confidence of the people of Pa- young woman while the show was
Early Police Court.
chase David Utter, pastor of the Unitarian
On account of the criminal term his deputy, thus allowing him to re- ducah, no matter what technicality the city. Then began a merry
church. of Denver, who officiated at
of circuit court beginning Monday main as a matter of fact in time office may prevent my holding another over the country after the-shovegiri.
bui4e failed to find her. Last week the baptism of the elder Bradley
Judge Cross will convene police until an election, at which time he term."
'Another point that may complicate
was given some more of the child, Arthur Brown, Jr., appeared
court a half hour earlier next week doubtless would be qualified to run
St. Louts, Nov. 29.-Wheat, 98;
'paper" to post and he made it for the detense in rebuttal today ile
The change in hours is made on ac- again to fill out the unexpired term." the situation, is that Captain William
corn, 6/; oats, 49 14.
t when the show reached the was referred to in Mrs. Bradley - 4
"I Kraus, Democratic candidate for city a
was optimistic
Mr. -Dorian
G(41441111). (air tonight and Satur- eolint of the attorneys and officials
priest." He had
city
the
from
removed
nday noon tube at the, depot. letter • as "The
treasurer,
has
cit
a
,consult
te
yet
gine
to
cases
are
that
interested
In
!wing
haven't had
in temperA baby girl was born to Mr. and day. No decided changes
.
a
i•OttiLtlail-p-:tilded-in the "Much to do in i 1ntn4stertal 6t,Ittielty
before •Itie'cilifiTiaid to <eerie lawyer about the matter." he said and State add has opened a 'leather
tried
yeste--abe
temperature
Highest
with Brown and Uza. Bradley.
Mrs. C. L. Acres, 419 Nortb Fourth attire,
Tenn. wedd ng today,
%before ttio granCjury.
"I have ren busy in my office all ertablishMent In Chattanooga.
day, 43; lowest today, 30.
street, last night,.
•
• •

STRINGENCY WAS CRIMINAL COURT -Piran"
CAUSE OF PETER
WORK OF SHERIFF _ etoithe:
ARLUND'S PLIGHT ABOUT COMPLETE

••

represented one sett- and Sam
Crossland and W. .1. Webb- the oth._r.
Cress:and got it auto his mind
that somebody. whom he thought was
Art Brand, was disettsaarg the cast
for the edification, of the two end
jura.ntetr. He complained to the court
abottt Brand's alleged mitwornduct,
whereupon Brand sprang to his feet
and called Crossland a ---- nate
Cressiited got back with the so perlative degree of the vanie kind of liar
and added a few other general remarks touching upon the virtue of
Brand's progenitors, and the, prarticeilair kind of cur he estemed Mr. Brand
hilreself. This threw the court room
Into a panic, as everyissly expeetee
a personal encounter. Order was restored without any violence and
Judge Bugg vent them both to ball
for three hours. Crosland complained that he n(aricei a pistol in the
jail to protect himself, but Judge
Bugg remedied this condition of
affairs by tapecially !Detracting the
,heriff to search both men and lock
'hem up in separate cents.

NEWELL MEMORIAL
WILL BE HELD AT
BROADWAY CHURCH

FORESTRY TO BE
LECTURE THEME
AT WOMAN'S CLUB

ENGINE HITS CAR

ANOTHER HOBSON

BRAVE HELLO GIRLS

FLOWERY SPEECH
WINS DISMISSAL
A FIEND ASSAULTED
WOMAN 91 YEARS OLD
IN POLICE COURT

KILLED HIS WIFE
BECAUSE HE WAS
JEALOUS OF HER

i

CHILDREN DIE

MRS. EMMA ADCOCK

CRUSHED UNDER CAR

SPIRIT AWAY EVIDENCE

TRAIN HOLD-UP IN DEPOT

Prize Romance of the Season
1.•••••••••

•

Grain Market.

TIIREA_TIENING.

PAGE TWO

TliE PADUCA.H EVENING SUN

I etivil • NOl'ENIIIER 211.

•

i Give Us a Share of
Your

I`01=--INSURANCE

1

E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone :35/i.

Itott. left tackle; Ros Hoewlseher,
left end; Harold iVilliamsoni, right
tackle: Edwin Lightfoot, captain. ann
end: Roy Moore, left ha(;
Frank Street, right half; George
Hughes. full back; Nvio
quarter back. The Odd Sox's line-up
was:
Hastert Shelton, center; John
Robinson. left guard
Ended in Victory of Caney's John,
H anel d SL
left tall?; George Shelton. right
half; Mettles Emblem, full back;
By Score of 29 to 4)
Lueen Burnett, quarter back; Louis
Mincer: left tackle; Harry Berry,
right end; Rath Noble Kirklend, left
Few Brilliant Plays Enlivened Slow
end; Cede Lloyd, right guard; Albert
Exhibition at League Park
Savage, right tackle.
Yesterday Afternoon.

ONE SIDED GAME
WITH CAIRO TEAM

Phone 765.

All Kinds of Insurance

Prominent Temperance
Advocate Indorses
Mr. George Foster Collins, of
Lincoln, Neb., who is 73 years
old, a member of the Presbyterian Church, prominent in
politics, a life long and strenuous advocate of temperance,
has been greatly benefited by
the use of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey and conscientiously
recommends it as the best
tonic stimulant for the old.
"1 am 73 years old. Was . born in

Notes of the Game.
Brooks and Coburn
made long
gains on forward passes, and on end
1TTENDINCE
FIVE
HF NDRED
runs tackled the Cairo backs for big
losses.
Sights, Bower and St. John went
s
fu
otiltr.ope
vns. lust theirlives in purf game.e
Cullay's defeated the Alexandra through Cairo's line for long gains
club football team of Cairo by a wore at all times, and they had the visitThe number of injuirect thls year, of 29 to U in a one-sided battle yes- ors guessing on their formations and
Wayne County, N. Y., on March 21,
however, is in excess of that of the terday. Save for a few sensatkattel interference work.
1834. Our family moved to Michigan
Keiler broke through Cairo's line
season before, eighty bunters having plays by members of both teams the
shortly after this. I grew up on the
many times, tackling men for a loss.
\UNIFIER 151 KILLED AND WOUND been hurt this year, compared with game was slow. The score was
a
farm,
then studied law, was admitted to
Quarterback Donovan was in the
ED IN THE UNITED STATES.
ony seventy during 1906.
surprise to almost everyone, as the
the bar, was County Clerk of St. Clair
game
at
all
times
and
used
good
Cairo
judg
team
was composed of college
In Wisconsin, MIch i.gan and MinneCounty, Mich., which office I held four
went in calling signals.
sota, where most of the aovidents to men.
years. Then was for a time Secretary
Culley linemen tore big holes in
hunters
happen,
Five
-hundred people witnessed- the
fifty peraone lost
Seventy People Have Men Killed and
of the Midland Railway of Michigan.
their
opponents' line, breaking
their lives this etar, against this-re- game at League park yesterday aftee
81 Injured since the Season
moved with my family to a farm in
I
through and blocking '
,lees.
fire the year previous. The list of uoon and Culley colors were every(Awned This Year.
Gage County, Nebraska, in 1874; was
Wickliffe is the star goal kicker
Injured in these states Les cesaeon where to be seen. .Laet night Mt.
for Culley.
a member of the County Beard eight
also exceeds.the recos3d of 1906. the Roy L. Culley was host to the team,
Owen played a fast game on end
years. In 1890 was elected State Sennumber of bunters 'hurt this year making the rounds of the moving
the second half.
ator.
Foster, my middle name, has been
being
sixty,
against
ondy
picture
Chicago
thirty-two a
A
paper, whith makes e!
and vaudeville theaters.
transmitted in the family for over 100
year ago.
During the game yesterday the
aPeekete of keeping up with hunting.
years from father to son. Mrs. Collins
ball was in Cairo's territory nearly
accidents. publishes the folio's g
and
myself are members of the Presbyall
the
time,
except
when booted out.
, Only One "BROMO QUININE"
table:
terian Church of Lincoln, where we
The play by halves was:
,That
LAXATI
is
VE
BROMO
QUIHunting .tecidents or season.
have lived for the last four years. We
First hale: Sights won the toecNINE. Look for the signature of E.
Klee& Injured
celebrat
ed the fifty-third anniversary of
ap
and
took
the
west goal. Cairo
W. Grove. Used the world over to
Colorado
1
our
marriag
e on March 23d, 1907.
kicked
off,
Brooks
caught
the
ball
POINT
•
• Cure a Cold In One Day. 25c.
MADE AGAINST TREASIllinois
4
7
"From
and made a 20 yard run. Sights
early
youth have been a strenURER-ELECT J. J. DORIAN.
Indiana
4
6
uous advocate cf temperance principles
made good gain on the second down.
Hit. GEORGE FOSTER COLLINS.
Iowa
1
3 "There are some verses I wrote," Keller in a long run made touchand strongly opposed to the use of liquor
in any form. Over a year ago I began to feel a gradual decline of the vital forces.
said the innocent young man, laying down
Kentucky
1
on deleyed•pass. Score. 5 to 0,
I had read and Iv-an] much
the
paper
about
'Louisiana
the
on
the
editor's
benefits
desk; "you
to be derived from the use of Dully's Pure Malt Whiskey by those in my conditi
1
CuIlev took7 the east goal: Cairo Question as to His Successor
sn, and was
Mae
Michigan
advised by an old friend and temperance worker who had received much benefit
16
19 may give me just what you think kieked off, Coburn and- St. John made
Bring on Lawsuit, as Captain
from its use to overcome my
they are worth.Minnesota
prejudic
es
against
Itt
liquor and try it. I took his advice and have been greatly benefited by it, and can conscien
long runs to .Cairo's five-yardBee.
Kraus May Conteet.
Missour
tiously recommend all those passing into the "sear and
"But I have not the authority to Bower male a touchdown on a line
1
yellow leaf" of life to take Duffv's Pure Malt
Missesippi
give you what they deserve," replied busk.
Whisk
1
ey."GEORC
E
FOSTER COLLINS,2509 P Street, Lincoln, Neb., May 15th, 1907.
Keeer misted goal. Score,
New_ York
the man with the pen. "Remember 10 to 0.
—
North earo:ina
The claim is beteg put forth that
I em an editor, not a magistrate."—
1
Culley took west goal. Culley
North Dakota
s London Opinion.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian, electkicked off and Post 15 yards on a forOhio
ed November 5 to succeed himself by
ward pass. Cairo punted and gained
Wisconsin
a large majority, is dieeiralified. be‘littlaria elide-% Pale Sickly Children. ten yards.
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being
Brooks made Long eod
used to have every kernel thoroughly malted,
cause the state constitution expreesly
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE- run. In the second down
thus destroy ing the germ of the seed and produeing a prediges
Sights
got
ted lic.uid food in tabe form of a vie malt, which
Totals
declare; that no fiscai officer is eeS' LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma- the ball and made
is the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to
a 20-yard rues for
science; softened ilywarnitkard
gible to se earscuisi lvarin emitted
laria and builds up the system.. For
arability and freedom from injurious' substances renders it so that
ICuiclvtiow41, Keefer iteeked -gnat
it can 6e retained by the most sEnsitive stomach.
followirsg another.
litereety T)('
fi;lied -- meet green people and childree, 50c.
It is an absolutely pure, gentle and invigorating stimulant and tonic,
Scare. 16 to 0. ,
builds up the nerve tissues,tones up the
Democrats Insert that since. Mr.
of them by vale-lees-nese —during The
heart,
gives
power
to
the
brain, strength and elastiity to the muscles and richness to the
Culley took west goal and kicked Dorian,
hunting twasoa of 19417, now about
who wag accorded the elecblood. It brings
A woman detests a man who flat- off, St. John
into
action all the vital forces; it makes digestion perfect, and enables
makeig good gain. tion certifica
you tc get from the food you eat all the
to close Th:s is slightly beevw the ters almost as much as
te, was not qualified for
one who Bower was taken 0111 (1 the game
nourish
ment
it
contains
.
It
is
invaluable for overwotked men, delicate women and sickly children
for the office when he ran. Capt.
record for last year, when serenty- doegn't.
Weliain
. It
strengthens and sustains the system; is a promoter of health and
foul playing and Burton substituted. Kraus.
longevity; makes the old young and keeps
the defeated candidate, got.
the
young
strong.
Coburn
tackled
the
Cairo
full
back.
_
the higheet vote
nom -mule yes ask your druggist, grocer dealer for Mitty'v Pere Malt
Every woman covets a carrying him over the goal 'toe, mak- :n the rare, and of anyone qualified only CAU
Whiskey
alvolutely pure medicine' malt ergibikey and is or
sere you get the genine. It Is the
therefore was elected
sold In sealed bottles only; never in bulk. be
Price 51
the "Old Ch:imIst," on the labeLeed Make sure the
shapely, pretty figure, and ing a safety. Score. 18 to 0.
Look for I".-, trade. mark
and should have the office.
seal over &be cork Ls sienro.Lea. illustrated medical
free.
Dully
Malt
boodne and doctor s advice
Whiskey
Redassew, N. Y.
Second half: Wickliffe took Hayes'
many of them deplore the
Republicans say that if Mr. Donlan
loss of their girlish forma position at center. Culley took east is disqualified, there will be a racemes
after marriage. The bearing goal and kicked off. F. Donovan mak- in the office January 1, wheel
IN ADMIRALTY.
The FOO
Mayor
11,f Youth.
day. How the time does fly! Of
of children is often destructive ing, goal on a sensational end run. James P. Smith will file
until the Henry Murphy, et al., vs. Gasoline; Extracts flout etete Evergreen's course. he is eight
Culley
failed
years my eseior.
to
kick
goal. Scare. 23 election two sears hence.
to the mother's shapeliness.
_ boat "Eunice, etc., in admiralty. I dairy: sTb.s e my eethth births's). and
used to carry we about when I
All of this can be avoided, to 0.
The
constitutional provision reWhereas a libel was filed In the A new brother (awe. lie nettle eii1! was a
however, by the use of Mother's Friend
baby: stile it seem foram;
Caller took west goal arid kicked
restrict Court of the United States,l be Fritz."
great liniment always prepares the body before baby comes, as this off. Culley punted to the Cairo ten- ferred to Is:
to think of the boy getting married'
for
the
"No
mayor
strain
.or
the
or
Western
upon
chief
District of Ken-I (Twenty years later) --"Frit
it, and
exec-tithe or
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother'
z is.
s Friend overcomes all tho yard line. Bower mede touehdrivin fiscal officer of any city of the first .ticky, at Paducah on the 25th day
danger of child-birth, and carries the
20 years old Toilay. just a 3ear young-: Mr. Speck—Stocks
on
a
line
buck.
Wickliff
e
kicked
are Newer than
expecta
or Fleeted class, after the expiration of October, 1907. by Henry
nt
mother
safely
through
Murphy, or than I. People always take us for Obey have
this critical period without pain.
been for years. Mrs.
It is woman's greatest blessing. goal. Score, 29 to O.
of the term of office to vrh.kh he has et al., vs. Gasoline Boat Eunice, herl
twins."
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit
I Speck—Oh, dese, no, hubby;
('ver° took west goal acid kicked off been elected
and relief derived from the
why.
under this eonsitittition engines, tackle apparel, furniture,; (Ten years later)—"Fritz will
vie of this wonderful
Game was caked at this eme on ac- shall
be thse're wearing thee' higher
than
be eligible -for the succeeding etc., and owners, alleging in sub- 30
years old tomorrow, his wedding
remedy. Sold by all
coun
ThteerinPea
Peabody
p
getting hurt.
u bo_
3•
.n,
term. Fiscal Akers shall not include stance that said boat is indebted toi
druggists at $1.00 per
an auditor or assessor or any othse them in the sum of $75 for salvage,
bottle. Our little
Cairo—Hastings. c.: Dameron, 1. censer
whose drier duty is not the and that same has never been paid,'
e.: Wood. r. e.: Barrow. r. t.; Stetted' collecti
book,telling all about
en
or holding of public and prays process against said Gasothis liniment, will be sent free.
t.: Penman. r. g.: Stash. 1. g.: Hal- Motley
line Boat Eunice, that same may bet
S.liday, q: Bates. f. b.; Whiertiewood.
condemned and sold to pay Feld'
TI. firatfitld Regulator Ca., Atiaata, Ga.
1: h.: Peabole, e. r. b. Sues: Dawes,
claim with cost and expenses
A Hard Debt to Pay.
Wh 1stlewood .
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
Now, therefore in pursuari,. •
Culley—Hayes. c.: Brooke, Owen.
can never be paid off," writes G S. monition under seal of eat I
Harter, I. e.: Coburn, r. e.: Bower
Clark. of Westfield, Iowa, ."for my to me directed, I do hereby g.
and Burton, r. I : Keller. I. 1.; J.
rescue from death, by
Dr. King's public notice to all persons claineis
Donovan, ). g.: F Donovan,.q.: B.
New Discovery. Both lungs were so said boat Eunice, or in any way inBower. f. b.: St. John. I. h.: 'Sights.
seriously affected that death seemed terested therein, that they be and
r. r. h.
Imminent, when I commenced tak- appear before the district court of
Rudy, referee.
Is row open in new quarters.
ing New Discovery. The ominous the United States in the city of esaOpen day and night,
Lacy, Well and Ericson. timey, hacking cough emit before the diersah,-Ry-q--oe- or- before-therlad any t
first bottle was used, and two more of December, 1907, at 10 o'clock aReed, Dawes and Burton, linemen bottles
made
a complete cure." m., of that day, then ar,d there to
THE
Pat Farron. iimpire.
Nothing 'has ever equaled New Dig- interpose their claims and e Wake
Length of hews. 25-20.
very for coughs, colds and all their allegations In that Lehalf.
_
threat and lung complaints. GuarGEORGE W. IONG,
Professionals and Odd Sox.'
November
anteed by all druggists. Wilc and $1.
U. S.
W. K. D.
Best All-Star
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
The Profeesionaks defeated the Odd
By Wade Brown, deputy.
Trial bottle free.
Sox in aT greeted game yesterday
Negro
Minstrel
BAGBY & MARTIN,
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
Morning at the Waleace park grounds
Proctors for libellants
Welding Fever at Slayfield.
Vaudev
ille,S
ong
tee
ha:ves
being thirty minute*.
and Washington Streets.
Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 29.--Estelle
litighes made a
nine rare duels
Dancer
s
F
un
France and Miss Florence Fouhey
thrieigh the left taekle, while the
Warehouse for Storage.
Show Ever Seca.
score ass lit to —r) in favor GC the eloped to Cairo, Ill., where they were
married.
Singers sweet, dancers dandy, pliunny
Profeeseinele. Nelo Mitchell and
Hoth Phones
The matrimonial fever struck MayPrices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c,
pnellows,--hoecialties, sensatio
Roy lioewischer made tatickskiwns
I)istIncuished Dixie Darkies, the nai,
for the winners, -while Herold. St. field hard Wednesday and the followband and
Balcon
y
reserve
for
d
col
ing persons, all wele known, were
a
"F•o-w-1
Deed."
Jelin made one. for- the vanquished,
cited people.
married this IlTernoon and tonight:
Direction Voelekel & Nolan.-The game was refereed by
Edward Walter kvans and Miss
Jottle Thom
Cave, with Robert Fisher as the umas. 'Floyd Dowdy and
Miss Sars
pire.
Rodgers, Clifton Dowdy and Mi•
MESSRS. MARTIN -4 EMERY'S
The line-up for the Professionals
Hattie Dowdy, Feay Bennett and Mit,
was as follows: Frank Swift. renColossal Production of Richard
Sallie Thomas. E. T. Hargrove and
The Collins Ankle Brace is
ter; Clifford Ritchey, right guard:
Wagner's Sacred Festival
Miss
Alice Tabors,
certainl
y
a boon to skaters
Feenk Young. left guard: Roy ElDrama
November
with weak ankles: they are
THERE Is NO REASON
•J.
Vhy your baby should be thin, and fretmade of leather and are as
ful during the night. Worms are the
ause of thin, sickly babies. It is natsm'ooth and comfortable as an
ural that a healthy baby should be fat
.,
and sleep well. If your baby does not
aid glove, yet they enable the
As the Government Stamp will indiretain its food, don't experiment with
Lisped by Sm. lysch Resorts all Pronto
skaters
colic
cures
with-the weakest anand
medicine
other
,
but
try
cate. Parity of the _
su a awe armor Nutt Went
a bottle of White's Cream Vermifugs,
314 Broadway
_
kles to indulge in the sport
and you will soon see your baby have
Evening performance at ;7:15
color and laugh as It should. Sold by
prompt
without fear of Injury or anCarriages at 11. Matinee at 2:15 J. H. Oehlsehtaeger, tang Bros. and C.
TRUNK AND LEATHER ROODS STORE o.
prompt.
Ripley.
noyance.
Carriages at 5:30.
Night—$1.50, $1.00, 75c, 50e,
Ran First Engine on L. & N.
Matinee and Night Price&Matinee
Call and let qs demonstrate
-51 00. 75e, 50e, 25c. 35c.
We are displaying a very
-Lexington, Ky., Nov. 28.—Major
them
to
you.
And
John McGann, aged eighty-eight.
complete line of Trunks,
probably the oldest engineer In KenLast Season's Laughing Succes
Grips, Suit Cases and all
tucky, died here last night. He ran
s
the
engine
first
road
N.
on
the L. &
kinds of Leather Goods and
between here and Frankfort, his enThe merry musical mix-up
our prices are most moderate.
gine
being called
the "Danis'
December
Boone."
You will find that best values
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City Transfer Co_
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DANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS

4

COLLINS

ANKLE BRACES
FOR SKATERS

Saturday

NINE SUMMERS OLD

PARSIFAL

F. H. NIEMAN

Early Times

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

$1 a Pair

and lowest prices are the policy of this concern.
In our modern factory we
will do all kinds of repair
work an,d,
Trunks, Sample Cases, etc.

nr: CH AR ITABLE
To your horses as well as to yourself.
You need not suffor from pains of any
sort—your horses need not suffer. Try
a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts, Bakersfield. Stn. writes: "I have -Used your
Liniment for ten years and find it to be
the best I have ever used for man or
"
dadaillISRAR-ffe
ng Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.

An engagement.• e*. is a glens idea

of a bawd of hope.

M111.0%
,
-•-••••••••-•••••••••,.

Monday

My Wife's Family

Gilbert's

A Farce Comedy with
music.

Drug Store
.det-ft-virvier-tIrrsh vs.Ay
Both Phones 77

AMMER

' 1
1

NMI,

'Laughter and music.
, Music hid laughter.

•

-

Seats on sale Saturday.
Prices 25e, 50e and 75e

insmoimitmennormanorreig.„

3-_

S

t'
4

the charts:leis and experiences of liv
lug persons. The faith that good
shall be the final goal of 1li forms
Specials for Saturday at the
the legend wrought out, to certitude
In the action of the play. The futility of low camping, craft, duplioity and all the tialovely brood of
the nether world, when °massed by
the nobler intelligence which com206 Broadway.
prehends but disregards them all, is
demonstrated in this thrilling drama,
New Phone 1176
Old Phone 1179
which centers around the pereoniality
of the son of many geaerait.ions of
soidier sires, whom his matter would
have made a shepherd of -but whom
24 lb sack Palmer House
18 tbs. granulated Su g : $ 1.00
destiny made -a king. There is soungi
75e
Flour
Philosophy and true art in the final
25c
4 Ile. Rice
20c
deseriptien of the personality of
3 cane 10c Conn
25e
4 lbs. Navy Beans
Parsifal.
25c
2 cans 15c Tomatoes
A guileless fool—In the eyes of the
25c
4s lbs. Dried Peas
5c
1 cart Tomato Pulp
fooiish—tiot by wrath, nor by cyni25c
3 Ilia. Kidney Beans
20c
3 cans Hominy
cism, nor by cheap worldlry wisdom,
but by pity enlightened.
20c
25e Oleo Butter
25c
3 cans Pumpkin,
As a spectacle "Parsifal" is a tre10c
1 qt. Cranberries
10c
15c can Baker'e Cocoa.
mendous enterprise; the scenery is
on a lavish scale and the illumina25c
10 bars Laundry Soap
10c
3 5c pkgs. Soda
tions and electric effects form a eertk18e
1 lb. Mixel Nuts
1 -box Witch Hazel Soaa, 15c
ing feattire of the production.
2 lbs. Evaporated Apples 25c
augluenied orchestra erf twenty muss1 bottle Snider's Oyster
clans will render the scril-stirrieg
10o
1 lb. nsw Dates
25c
Sauce
strains of Pcesital as an secompani25c
2 Itag. !team Macaroni
50c
1 qt. Heinz Olives
tnerL to the wondrous text.
The hoer of commencenient will
2 pkg. Macaroni or
1 pkg. Buckwheat Flour 10c
diff,e• from that of the former en154,
Spag•hett
1 Its fancy Cooking- Pigs 10c
tom, the long dinner intermtse:,
•
having bo-en elintinated nos
of giving the play at one te
curtain for the evening peels.:
will rise promptly at 7:45. .Ate:,
band, v,,ele excellent.
1:10444.4ssleelllsetss164,41,44ae'
should be in their seats when the performance begins, as none will be
"Parsifal."
seated daring the action of the play.
A play as broad in its interests as The matinee will
begin at 2:15
amenity itself. Elaborate and spec. sharp• ceukar in production, weird in- its
poitrayel of the elemental passions,
"My Wife's Family."
AT THE EENT1
abserbing as a drea-ai of t'he highest
Concerning "My W fe's Panda',"
Tonight—1)ite Minstrels (colored)e
good, yet keen and intense 4n Its ap- at the Kentucky Monday night, the
Saturday (matinee a tI41 . night)—
peal to the individual; suoh Is the Ch-kago American mid:
"Pareital" iii nglish.
description et the Wagner wonder
"A week's engagement of hilarity
Menday Night—"My %We's Famdranta_whieh Paducah playgoers are was inaugurated at the (7oSe•
ily."
to see in its new Pingash dress at theater yesterday when the ri .
The Kentucky Saturday "tat'awe and comedy, "My Wife's Familty,"
Colored Minstrels.
night. November 30. It is generally greeted by two immense auditing'.
The Dandy Dixie Minstrels, a coi-- conceded to be a cc:tidal:on of dra- The players prosseeting the piece a.
cr:d aggregation appears at the Ken- matic art that human interests must very capable and give a fine performtucly theater tonight and a good be paramount, and th:s condition has ance."
comedy and lIrst claw singing and been compiled with in the trans'acl Inc fr a ro prom1=4-41
Abstract ideas PANAMA PRESIDENT
Th.'
t ton of "Parsifal."
od poetic fancies are made real in
VIsITS ROOSEVELT.
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-41airmes..
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real Southern Tea-&-toffee Co.
Both Phones 895.

113 South Second St.

The day after Thanksgiving finds ns more plentifully
supplied with good things to eat for Sunday's dinner.

8 Pounds Finest Granulated Sugar
for
Sack Patent Flour
ck Straight Flour
10 Ibis. Meal
Pound Cream ,Cheese
Pound 1-lnibuger Cheese
Pound eake Brick Cheese
Pound Green- Peas
Pound Split Peas
Pound Kidney Beans
Pound Lima Beans
Pound Navy Beans
Pou T.4 Pearl Batley
Pcund Cracked Hominy
Hominy Fake
Pound Green Kern
Pour.d Head Rice
Cake Sapeigo Chesee
Package Figs
Doz. Pig Feet
Doz. School Pickles
Pkg. Lawn Grass
Basket Hickory Nuts
Pound Soda Crackers
Pound Oyster Crackers

75c
65c
15e
20c
20.7
20c
Sc
Sc
9c
9c
6c
9c
4c
Sc
15c
9c
10c
10c
25c
30c
25c
75c
Sc
Sc

48C

(It'll COFFEES.
30c
Santos, 2 lbs
35c
Rio, fresh, 2 lie
Golden Blettd, 1 lb
'
s 25e
$1.00
J. & M., 3 lbs
15c
Layer Raisins, lb
12
Pkg. Raisins, lb
12i4c
Pkg. Currants
Mats:aeon/. 3 pkgs
25s
10c
Cookin.g Fig-s, lb
Peaches. Pb.
20c
Dill Pickles, doz
15c
44c
Sweet Pickles kA
Eating Apples, basket... 75c
3 pkgs. Oats
25c
Assorted Cakse. lb
15c
3 cans Peas
25c
3 oasis Corn
25c
3 caca Hominy
25c
. 25c
3 cans Pumpkin
3 cans Tomatoes
25c
I bags Salt
10c
3 hoses Matches
10c
Table Butter, lb
20c

Washington, Nov. 29.--President
Amadoe• of Panama, arrived here
last evening to pay his respects to
le
thikattelLikelore his return
to the Isthmus. Tomorrow President Amador will be driven through
the city and at 2 o'clock President
and MTS. Arnador will call on President Roosetelt. An hour later Presdent and Mrs. Roosevelt will return
the call at President Amador's hotel.
Dinner at the white house In the evening and later a reception , will be
given them.

Bargain Sale of Seasonable Dry Goods

Bought
at the

3I0 5

Dry Goods
Sale

Recently Held in St. Louis
you all know what the "Big 5" Sale is. Each year five of the biggest wholesale houses in
DOUTLESS
the west combine all their surplus stocks and hold one grand combin.tion sale. This year nearly
five million dollars worth of goods were sold and our buyer was one of the first on the ground and got
first choice in this great stock, The sale is now on and it affords a wonderful opportunity for the thrifty
buyer. Come early and get first choice. These goods must move quickly to
make room for our great line of holiday good 3 now arriving daily. O .0 a 0 0

Women's $1.50 Union Suits 59e

$1.50 Sateen Petticoats for 98c

Women's balbriggan fleeced lined union suits, good
warm winter weight, values up to $1.50, for .........................
Children's heavy weight fleeced lined union suits,
worth 50e and 75e, at

Heavy black sateen petticoats, made in a variety of
styles, full and wide and well worth $1.50, all priced at.98C

59c
39c

Special Sale of Fancy Table Cloths
All ready to tis'e; hemstitched and fringed; several patterns
to choose from; all linen, of superior quality; clean, fresh
goods; worth at least 12,75; all priced
at

Men's Fancy Shirts

$1.98

In this lot are a few white dress s'!iirts withcpluited bosoms,
balance fancy, patterns; all good material. made up in this
season's styles, attached and detached cuffs, P
and
worth up to $1.50; priced in this sale at,

DK

59c

Towels, Towels, Towels

Corsets and Girdles
25 dozen good quality corsets and girdks, ALL
SIZES, sells everywhere for 50e; our price_ .

39c

Misses' and Boys' Caps

25 dozen bleached bath towels, size P•ix.40 inches,
each

9c

25 dozen red bordered buck towels, size Itix33 inches,
each.
13x24 face towels, each

lc
4C

Unibrellas

New and catchy styles in browns, reds and blues',
material is broadcloth; very special at .
Children's toques, made of very tine silk and wool; you
won't find their equal in other stores for 50e;
our price.

39c

85c I'mbrellas for.
$1.50 Umbrellas for
$2.50 Umbrellas for__

39c

.

50C
98C
------- $1.75

NOAH'S ARI% 19,yoAdRIETY STORE
-

"Was there any part of it that
as the wearing of mourn- . rue,iu..,t10u was most anxious to
knows that daggers of criticism e.11 is as
be aimed at her if she does not. Why'ingg is indefeinaltacs. They are not ascertain its effect upon the Demo- seemed to hold you " the speaker
It should be thought more becoming'only slaws themselves, but they pro- Celtic part of. his audience, these asked.
"Well, now that you ask me,
For a woman to carry the marks of pcae to see to it that othees bow is, for the most-part being Irish.
"Was the speech tp your liking., tell ye," esponded the reit. "What'
mourning In her deses while her be- the same yoke.—Nashville Christian
Pat?" he asked of an old friend in lock Inc most, sir, as yere perste
havior is bubbling ovsfr with gayetyAdvocate.
verance—the way ye went over the
i the audience.
than for her to dress in- her usual
"Sure, and it was a grand speceh" same thtng 'again and again."
His Political Speech.
manner and show by her demeanor
12 SALOONS QUIT AT MARION.
An Illinois politician who once de- :averred Pat, in a tone of such sinnth,tt the dead still lire In' her heart
In the onion-raisers' uraon thc
wy cannot make out. But the slavery , livered what seemed to him to be a Icere admiration that the politician
Licenses Will 74(vt lIe Beaeurs1 Beshould be strength.
_
to iavestigater further.
of women tolnechion and to custom striking and excellent spee.-11 on the
cause Of Lattritl OM ion Law.

I

Marion IN., Nov 29—Twelve saloons went out of business in this
city at 12 o'clock on account of the
local option law. Their licensees expire today, and owing to the fact that
on December 5 the Ictsti option law
goes into effect, no license will be tsnewed. One thousand dollars each
per year was the price the saloons
were paying into the city treasury.
Wearing Mourning.
The Advocate must be allowed
again to enter its protest against the
heathenish habit of wearing mourning for the dead. Nothing can be
said in defense of this custom and
Why should we
much against it.
wish to advertise OUT sorrow? It erapears that many a woman puts on
widow's weeds simply because she

Crossett ana Bates Shoes

Take rout Feet to Guilett's

The Satisfied Ones
The "Comebacks," so to speak, those who buy and buy again—it is they upon whom every merchant must rely if he would attain success in its most lasting
form. It's the satisfied ones who have made us successful. They have come to
recognize that VALUE is something real_at this store; that we give a hundred
-cents worth for a dollar. Take, for instance, OUT line of

$15.00 SUITS
In buying clothes you can't judge by the price alone. Fifteen dollar suits
mighty
common about this town, but suits at $15, with 'the style and good
arc'
making charactuitic of these garments are mighty hard to find. The reason is,
other stores charge $18 to $20 for them. Come and see if isn't true. See the
clothes themselves; that's the test.

$15.00 OVERCOATS
Same way in overcoats. Therc's a noticeably stylish swing to our ne vst "Addison"—a jaunty, semi-form-fitting garment, made up in gray cassimere, black
Thibet and unfinished worsted, handsomely lined, perfectly tailored. You'll
certainly like the "Addison." It costs $15.
WE CHAL,L,ENCiE CO/V1PARISON

U. G. GULLET

CO

I Incorporated. r

We Carry the Union Store Card.
•

•

• •-•.^

-

312 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

FUR
OFthe Rarest of Skins, Newest of Styles and Greatest
Variety at Our Store

Saturday, November 30th
arranged with one of the greatest fur manufacturers of both this country and Europe to
W E have
have their representative show to the people of Paducah their entire line of Furs Saturday,
November 30th. These furs consist of Coats, made in almost any style and include such skir.s as are
most desirable by women who wear better clothes. Thi line also contains fur sets, separate muffs and
neck v.:arfs; in a word, all that is used in the fur line and worn by ladies.
ONE DAY is as long as this line will be with us. If you have bought your fur coat, fur set or
neck piece you are just as welcome to see this line as if you hadn't bought. This invitation is extended
to all alike.knd it will be a source of pleasure for Us to be able to show you this line; so be with us Saturday, if you possibly can.

REMEMBER,SATURDAY ONLY
TO THE MEN
You who intend making Xmas presents of
furs are also invited to be present on this fur
sale occasion. It will afford an opportunity
of making your selection and leaving it with
us until the holidays arrive.

TO THE. LADIES •
There has never been a time when a line
like we will show Saturday has ever been
seen in Kentucky. The rarest of skins, the
latest styles and the most complote assortment is what every visitor will See:

7
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Princess dressing table and gas though warned to desert.
location strictly private.
Ilene -Defeated leiga aehoolo ll to o.
range., Mr, 11. G. Thompson. Sans
Ileugselestes
South "Kiftecicy •
Murray, 32 4- ;
Spud hats.
use San Want Ads.-Best results.
Fifth and Broadway. Opp. Palmer House.
15 to (); Cairo, 29 to 0.
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Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice dur ing service.

cline

29,375 Hours of Your Life

worth

in

GOOD GOODS

at

9e per gard

• •5

t.
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.r HOTEL ARRIVALS
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piece will

I IART'S the 'place to buy good
goods at the right price.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

gullin's
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One

Chamois Vests
And Chest Frntettors
For Men and
Women, Too
keep out

•

•

50c to $3.50
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i THE BEST IN CLOTHING
•
J
•
i
;
•

UST now you appreciate the value
of money more than this generation has ever done, and just now we
are adding to our great list of customers who know that The New
Store gives them more value in clothing than they have ever received before.

•

i
•

i
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OF REPUBLICANS
Recalled By Approach of National Committee Meeting.

.1
t

Dantlerine
GROWS 11A112

Every State and Territory Will Be
Represented in convention to
He Held Next June.

AND WE

CAN

HOW MEN HAVE BEEN CHOSEN

WestIngton, D. C., Nov. 29.—
When the Repubeican national committee. meeta in 'this city next week
it will be to deckle upon the time
end place for holding the fourteenth
tuitioasi coneentioe of that party.
alenes and condiecns have elvanged
..venderfully eine* the Repoblicans
thuer3
ld. co first national' convention in
PhIladelplea a little over a half eenago.
The delegates were not chosen then
on the bads of tepresentatien which
now prevails. For instanat, in the
coevention of 1856 New. York had, 96
•
delegates, Pennsyeenla 81, Ohio 69.
•
In the party's fourteenth it-eta:nail
cc-event:on, which wile he head next
June, every state an-1 territory of the
militia will be represeted.
In 1856 the popu:ar vote for the
Itepuh:iran ca•weitiare for prewident
John C. Fremont, of California.
was
4.341,244. In 1904 Mr. Rooteeeelt
received 7,623,486. The state of
New York hae more voters now ot
all parties than the entire Reparblican vote of fifty years ago.
In the first natioael cabovention of
are showing all our offerings
the Republican party there were two
for Christnizs and wish to
( candidates /or the presidantise1 nomi,
suggest that you come and let us
nation --John C. Fremont, of California, ar.d Jobe McLean, of Ohio. Mchelp ycu with your purchases _%hile
The great efficiency and reliability of Danderine as a hair grower and scalp regenerator have won the confidence and
Lean was the preference of the oldpatronage of millions and millions ol people throughout the United States. It has attained a lamer sale and is more generally
thc assortments are full and shopping
time Whigs who had identified el:tom•
used than •ny other article—todet Or ntedieinal—that has e'er been sold or handled by the Drug trade in this country.
DAN LIERliN IC makes the scalp healthy and iertile and keeps it so. It is the greatest scalp fertilkser and therefore the
s-el VCS with the Rt7pulilioan party. He
greatest hair-producing reme.1 y the w rIt has ever known. It is a natural food anti a wholesome medicine for both the h,
a pleasure. You will find sotnething
Even a '25t bottle of it will put more genuine lit* iu your hair than•gallon of any other hair tot,i-•
sc•Ip.
ant
was teinted
with "Know-Nothing1 for all
•ver muds. It shows results front the sery stash.
i
the
men
and
boy
ham,"
membe
however
rs
of
,
and
•
that was the
NOW at all druggists in THREE SIZES, 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
•
I Prime cause of is defeat.
the f,mily here.
To show hosequickly Danderine acts we will send a large Sam.
When the party held its second
pie tree by return mail to anyone who send• this ic:‘, r!isetnent
the K now Itou Ilati4erint1 Co., Chicago, nih :!vetr
to
convention in Chicago. in 1/160. the
,
sad address and ten cents in silver or stamps to pay pst..gi
•
nominet ion of William H. Seward-, of
•
i
_New Yorice erieraed-a-fervegene-correl usion, but the honor was bestowed
77
A ote the 14"indows
,
on Abraham Lincoln, who was reWittelowl
•
i I nominated in 1864 by the Baltimore'
R.OelDWAYi
convention. Gen. IT. S. Grant war
1
i eKekila ESCY:',:
nominated practkaijy without a d
...---3
venting yoke, at the Chicago colleen -'
• ...so-ous.ato"olis.ali-"mla
•-•sts
s..45•"•51a...511-"xiiawittrulliab-Clro5116.-iirollia...5s-"wiia...4Y
i tion of 1868, and renominated unan41111m4r15
imously at the Philadelphia cooeen The John S. Hcpkinseerrived last
eon in 181'2. In the convention. of
night and left for Evaesville this
1876. at Cincinnati. James G. Blaine
morning on her eegarlar trip.
iod sal othericanclidaies for the nomiThe Kentucky got an lareteight and
nation for kx baliots. but. wee
got away for Brook port this mornrelated on the seventh by Rutherfc
t
B. Hares. On the first ballet Mr.
The George Gardner passed up the'
.11 %1NTED ON TRUNKS TOLD
Blaine
had
285
votes.
which
were
inTHE
creased to 2S1 an tte seventh. Gen- river eon her way to Louieville with
,s 101tV (IN COUPLE.
era'' 1Ine.i hed only 61 votes On the a tow of lumber.
1 fleet baliet and
The Chattanooga went up the river
113 on the sixth. On
,after a Iced of corn.
the seveath harot he received 384 weal
ileneyntoon Trip ESpot•I'd By Sonic totes, or
The Spread Eagle arrived last
nix more than were necesWhen out looking for clothing, don't stop until you get to
irtistie Friend% of Lexington
sary to a choice. It was Moine right from St. Louis to go in winter
'Ile Hub, 211 Broadway, and see the 88.50 to S12.50 suits
Peoele at Hotel.
against the 'held—and the field was quarters at the Duel's Nest.
The Roeal is making het- regnial'
whikth we are now selliug for $6.98.
stronger than Maine's "magnetic
trip teetay after laying up for Thanoksetatesman."
We are also making. Panic Prices on Shoes, Men's FurIn the convention of 1880, at ("M- giving.
Wh fl H. T. 1iarr4s, of Lexington,
The Lola left today foe the Tenn1E:ling Goods and Hats Oar hat line is particularly strong.
Ky.
, arid his bede reaebed the Palmer eagre the "old guard" made a des- nessee
river.
perate effort to nominate Genera.)
,testerlay they found their
The Her. lefts
nt up the TenGrant
Unrcdeemcd pledges in watches, diamonds and guns go at
for
a
third
term.
The etitirral
,idenety discovered, something quite
neisee after a tow of ties today.
half price, as I will quit that line.
contrare to their whales. They had led afl other candidates for thirtyRiver stage, 12.4, rice of 0.5.
Fere thdr trunks ahead and tele- five haelote The anti rube received
The Ccealleg resumed her regale:*
its
death
blow
in
this
eoevent
ion,
g:aphed for rooms ta the hope
schedule today after a Thanksgiving
of
starting on their honeemoon without and on the thdrty-sixth ballet James!
cent.
A.
Garfield
vas
romarat
ed.
Riethe
detection. When they entered thee
Serord Clerk "Si" Malloski. of the
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST rooms, however, they saw that dis- was stearin a candidate. and reeetivedl Dick
Xowler. speet Thanksgiving ha
almost as many rotes up to the thirty-:
covery had been made, for
some flf.h balait as Gcnerad
Grart. Then Cairo with his friends and re, ,-•
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 83.5
artiat friend had placed a heart
211 BROADWAY
071
The Fowler will soon reel, • .
each trunk, and in the center was the "dark horse" carried off the
eIgligila.
121111111I
NSah
prize. In 1184. at Chteago, Mr.' Cairo trade alter tieing in Paducah
the ineeaption, nicely engress
11/1MIllarOM•arleMr=retrewra
ed In Blaine realized his
ambitten nr.d was ins-tel.:tag new tediers. Cairo Bulleolered chalks:
tin.
nominated for the presidency, bat
"l'wo he area that heat es
beaten at the polls be his Denroeratic' Tit? Joa Fowl r hoving complete*
Time
Times Ocrge's
o
Work
work; I know his opponen
t, Grover Cleveland. The i her TET21 ,-s cf: the eteene City ways
rs- tt.' exclaimed the groom.
•••••==Dr.
convention of 1888 lasted six days. wIll rceunte her trips thia week In the
"I'll fix him when I see him."
John Sherman. of Ohio. led 'for seven Paducah tail Evansville trade.
"Hereld thing!" said the briee.
ballete On the eighth he was Write:.
Then the
pale, dissmiseina the
MURDER AND SUICIDE.
by Benjamin Harrison,. of Indian:I.
Kenning ganymede who stood its
the At Minneapolis, in 11.92, Pre:Mee
t
.1.aor, spent an hour ruityleine out
the Harrison was renominated on
the first Conantitted by Leading Stove Dealer
vo hearts that brat as one
on the
in la"4tv York—Shot Wife.
lot, but was beaten at the polls
, rulnk end's.
by Mr. Cleveland. William McKimAt lease Manager Shaeffer
New York. Nov. 29.--eJohn Whitsoya ley was nominated on the first ballot
they etd, for when they left
to go at St. Louis in 1896, and renomi- ley, one of the leading dealers In
north, the signs of love were not
House wiring, electric plants installed.
nated una.nineou.alea at Phliledelphia stoves, ranges and house-heating apvesible on the bag-gage. "I bet
paratus in Brooklyn, and vice presiCupid In 1900. -111 1904, at Chicago.
Complete machine shop.
Presiwept when theme
vaieattiners were dent •Theodore Reorsieve
lt was nomi- dent of the Reliance Ball Bearing
•
nrhbed out," he said with a sTgle
12242
4
N.
Fourt
Door Hanger company, killed his
h St.
nated without cqaposttion.
Phonon;77'
wife with two pistol -shots early to1..111011ER 111101' R.111.1110AD MAN.
day, as she lay sleeping in a room
Treasury Auditor Resigns,
Washington, Nov. 29.—lerbent G. on the ninth floor of the Hotel pelle
Pursued By BUM ersi and
Whitley then leapeclesfrom
Riddled Timme, auditor of the treasury for Claire
With Bullets.
the state department, has resigned. the window into the street, being inaUffintown, Pa.. Nov. 29.—Jteaue His successor has not yet been stantly killed by the gall. Whitley
was Ge years old and his wife 3t11
Deer, an enrpieye of the Penneel
venia named. Timme, who resigns for
refaced, was shot and fatally wound personal reasons, was appointed fifth They had a home in the fashionable
section of Brooklyn. but had been
ed by an nwidentifled Italianlaborer, auditor of the treasury depastmeni
living temporarily at the Belle Clairs.
who was purirtied by, a
in
1892
Kenosha
and
from
is
,
W-4s.
party of bun/sew and shot dead_ The Itailan,
who
Recommend Death Penalty.
had hen deirrkeng and was disorder
ly.
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm
Bentrice, Neb., Nov. 29.—The jury
s•hot Deer when orderel from
always
the
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in
which heard the ease against R.
railroad station. 'tall.mtn pursued
your
the
Meade Shu.mway, charged with tke
Italian took refuge under a
life—for the time when you will need money—
railroad
there
murder of Mrs. Sarah alartbe
bridge. drew a revolver and
is only one way to do it—save, and you will
began
be sure
Adams, September 3. found the defiring at Ns pursuers. who returne
d
of
the future.
fendant guilty and 'recommended the
the shots, killing him instantle.
Start today—a dollar will dd it.
death penalty. Mrs. Martin was the
wife
of
Shumwa
y's
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings
employe
r,
who
John Philip Solute M.
aca.
was left alone with the man while
counts
if left with us six months or longer.
Chicago, Nov. 29.--John
Philip
her husband was at primary election.
Sonata, noted bandmaster and comTuey save the continual writing
The beshand discovered the mutilatposer, Is seriously ill' at the Audied body of his wife on his return to
ever the same thin t They are
poi= hotel here from the effects
the farm. Shumwary was miseing,
tee expensive, SeMusanorder,
of potmaine poison.contracted in
Mil
together
weth $21,o oasb. Shumway
watikee two days ago.. -He was unINCORPORATED
was caught in aliescuri a wekk later
able to conduct .a concert given by
Prices Right.
and returned to Nebraska.
"The llou.Ne of Qutility"
his band here last night, being eon
fined to his room in care of
a
phy"He has a motor ear tongue."
422-Ill BROADWAY
sitian and trained nurse.
BOTH PHONES IN
"Whet do you mean?"
115 S. Third St. Rho-es 358.
"Oh, be's always running other
Use Sun Want Ads.—Best results.
Ainiiimill1111111111111•1111r
\id people down "—Pick,
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Whether it is_$10 or any price from
$10 up to $45, you will always,find us
giving you just a little more value,
more advanct.d styles and a greater
range of select patterns than you can
-fi nd elsewhere in suits and overcoats.

1

i

This holds trqe, equally so, in our
Children's Department and each day
adds additional evidence of the fact.

;

CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS
wE
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FREE
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aid y & tit

EDGAR W.'WHITTEMORE

Note the

TWO HEARTS

HEAD TO FOOT OUTFITTERS

Panic Prices on Men's Suits

Peal Estate Agency.

B. MICHAEL, PROPRIETOR

Don't Forget—The Sun Does Job

Foreman Bros. Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Richardson ball bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union Hdw. Company
ball bearing with steel
roller.•.••
••
••
••
••

YOUR FUTURE

I

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

L. W. IIENNEBERGER CO.

The Diamond Stamp Works

r

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
no Broadway

•

Sold Only to Physicians.
POLICY NOW CHANGED.
For nearly ten years Lantz's Red
Kidney Pillets were sold ouly to the
medical profession and were prescribed and used by theta in their
regular practice with uniform success
in thousands of cases where kidney
or bladder trouble was indicated.
Not long ago the Antiseptic Remedy
Co:, South Bend, Ind., In view of the
fact that they were receiving so many
inquiries from druggists and sufferers
from kidney trouble regarding thin
great diuretic remedy, decided to
change their policy of distribution and
offer their remedies direct to the public through the druggists. In pursuance cf. this policy we have been appointed their sole agents in this community, and will be pleased to give
any one suffering from kidney er hilatla
der trouble a two days' trial treatment
free.
Gilbert'

Wo are convinced that Lantz's Red
Kidney Fillets are•compounded from
the best formula that scientific pharmacy has ever produced fof the relief
and cure of kidney and bladder trouble. No one is ever asked to purchase these Pillets until after they
have given them a free and fair trial.
So confident are the Antiseptic
Remedy Co. in the virtue of their
formula that they place a guaranty
in every box, and if, after a fair trial,
the patient decides that the Pillets
have not benefited him, the Antiseptic
Remedy Co. agrees to refund in full
all the money paid for them.
If you have backache, cold hands
or feet, if you have dizzy spells or
any of the many other symptoms of
kidney trouble, please call at our store
and we will gladly give you a free
two days' trial treatment. We feel
sure you will be benefited.

Drug Store,

Fourth and Broadway.

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

HEREAFTER

111EINIEIELISTareSSISP9Itee

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAMIRMAN NATIONAL BANK
111111MISoar

W. F. Parton,
President.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P Puryear,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
In
Capital
Surplus ....
Stockholders liability.
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Total security to depositors
Accounts of individuals and firms
small as well as large depositors and
courteous treatment.

$100,000
50,000
100,000
$250,000
appreciate
the

VARDAMAN BLOW
TO IMMIGRATION
Mississippi to be Shunned by
Europeans Hereafter
Whole South Injured by Alleged
Abuse of Foreigners in That
State in Past.

APPEALS HAVE BEEN IN VAIN.

Wiashiegton, D. C., Nov. 29.—"In
the east. yes; In the north, yes; in
the west, yes; but, ah, in the south.
no, no, no," exclaimed an attache of
the Austro-Hungarian embassy, with
a dramatic wave of his hand, when
asked whetter his humble country'Men who come to America
were
prospering. payee the Washington eorresporulent of the Chicago Ttibutee.
Ile was talking of the action of his
government in establishing a boycott
upon the state of Mississippi. This
step was absolutely necessary, he declared, because both the federal and
state
authorities had absolutely
failed to protect the foreigners, so
that there was nothing for his home
government to do but ,o warn its
citiaens intending to come to the
Patted States to Keep away front the
state of Mississippi in partieular, and
to be careful of other southern states
as well.
"Men have been murdered in the
south," he said, "and not the slightest attention has been paid to it by
any of the authorities. Our citizens
in some localities have been treated
exactly as the negroes have
been
treated. If they resiet they are snot
down or assaulted, and we have yet
to hear of the first case in which a
criminal has been punished.

but others are held there by means
of the infamous itnprisonment for
debt statute in Mississippi, by means
of whi.:h a farm laborer or tenant
can be brought bark by force and
either compelled to work out his indebtedness or be sent to the chain
gang.
One'of the most horrib'rese cases
happened in the little town of SumKale Miss., a few days ago. It grew
out of the school question, which was
practically identical with that presented in the ease of the Japanese at
San Francisco, except tha all of the
Italian pupils were of proper school
age.
Desire to Learn Dangerous.
When the Italian children went to
the public school there was an outcry from the white families of the
neighborhood, although moat of these
white people are ignorant and poNlerty stricken.
They demanded that the Italian
eht!dren,should be driven out of the
school. The principal did not see his
way clear to do that, although he
was entirely In sympathy with the
native element.
He accordingly referred the matter
to the attorney generaleof the state,
and that official, iu an extraordinary
opinion publicly delivered, declared
that while he sympathizt d heartily
with the attempt to keep the Italians
cut of school, there was no law by
which they could be excluded.
Within a day or teo after the decision of the attorney general, Frank
Sciagaleonl, a poor Italian who had
been somewhat prominent in expressing his desire that the children of
his countrymen should have the benefit of an education, was met on the
streets of the village by a crowd of
local white citizens, who made no attempt to conceal their identity.

"Mg
'eskyasppe
Aa
lle
sndals
to A"
tli;stt'se
ate
le*ds;partment frequently. Mr. Root expreesgreateit sympathy over the situation. He made certain protests to
the Mittsilssippi authotillriTs, "Ili( - Me
matter ended there.
We deal, of
Course, with the federal government
alone. We cannot appear in astute
court, nor can we make the slightest
representation .direct to a governor
or other state officer.
"Assaults on the person of a laborer and attempts to deprive him
of his property by a fraudulent cone
tract can be punished only in your
state courts. Foreign nations, therefore, are absolutely obliged to protect their citizens before they leave
the fatherland, and the only way to
Protect them is to warn them that
there are certain parts of the United
States where they must go at their
own risk.
"Thus far we have put the ban on
Mississippi only, but there are plenty
of similar reports from other states,
and unless conditions improve greatly it will become necessary for ni
government to warn its citizens
against the south generally, and this
action is likely to be followed by
other countries in Eu.rope."
Italians Complain of Cruelty. Baron -Mayor des. Planches, Italian
ambassador, will return to Washington in a day or two. The first thing
which will require his attention will
be protests received from Italian immigrants who have settled in Mississippi.
Aside from the peonage cases, in
which a few Indictments have been
-therteettre -Mater- ratifeer already presented to the state depart,
meat involving cruel and
unueual
treatment of Italians in Mississippi
for whirl' the local authorities have
absolutely refused to give redress.
Many ,more fortunate Italians have
already begun to leave that state,

Do You Open Your Mouth

Cripple Is Victim of Mob.
Frank was a cripple, having lost
partly
one of his feet, leaving a
healed stump between the ankle and
the knee. The crowd caught him
unawares, threw a rope around his
neck, dragged him to the outskirts
of the town, and there gave him a
reterrific beating, whacking him
peatedly on the stump of his amputated leg. and winding op with personal indignities of a character too
printed. He
Was
horrible to be
warned that the same punishment
would-be mc..aEured =Lest even' (ether Italian who sent his child to the
!albite school.
The manager of the lumber company protested, of course, and a dep.
sent to make an la
tit Y sheriff was
‘estigation.
No one has been punished for the outrage, however, and
probably no one will be.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
MAY BE st NG AS I el AL IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
— _
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Stomach Muscles POSITIONS
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l'ulksiAneCssTcIoCileAgel..3
Or

gl Veil,

Old
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backed b. - 31)0000 00 capital and 18 yt ars' SITOCESS
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DRAUGHON'S

People should be more and more careful, as age advances, to see that their
laegerporatd.te)
bowels move regularly. In this way theg
can keep themselves in good he1•11 an
I'll/rt.:MI, el! itrualway, aril Evansville and St. Ulu's,
prolong life. The bowels are not as acBookkeeping. Banking, Sherthanti. Penmemehip, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
tive in middle-life and old age as they,
Uy basin
luau Also teach ty muil. Write, phone, or call for catalogue.
are in youth, and with tile maj,rity there
Is a tendency to constipatioa of a chronie
311nPollegApas irt 17 Statem.
and obstinate nature.
To ward off the possibility of serious
dlseases use Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, the great herb laxative compound.
It is especially suited to the use of elderly Pow

GUY NANCE & SON

pie because it is prompt but senUe ire actieo,
acid does its work without gripina or weakening,
sat,the ease with salts. purgative eaters and
cathartic tablets- These,should not be coed by
Chlitirell,Caine,,. old folks or weak {kolae because they are too violet in se tion and generally
gripe. Furthermore. tise results are tea lorany
as reaction Si:44 in and the bowels arc bound up
=ore Dieu ever.
A remedy like Dr.(aldwell's Syrup P-;,- in is
thorotizt • eq/..-...•
very gentle in action and

Undertakers and Embalmers

211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.
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'Lie ye'st'tt- i.e term-meat became grtual. and
many can in u short time do away th the use
of ad laxatives. It will cure the most chronic,
Mastication. dyspepsia, liver trouble, biliours.
aese, tleatileney. sour stemach, weak stomach.
bloating, drowsinesw after,
atingsue Such Oiker
littninach. liver and bowel t,uutihs._
To Prove how effeouve it is in serious cases
the experience of Mr. Armstreat of Decatur.
In.. caa be cited. Ile suffered from a guaohot
wound during the Civil War mulch caused pa rtbil paralysis of the bowels and he h a had ever
since to use a laxative, He tiays h' u
or rota I
anything so effestflve, or which or :
to nature, as Dr. Caldwell's syrui,
r
It arid you w UI say tho 101/71.19, TOe priLie ia 50
ceuts or el a Dottiest any drown. t,

TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN. lit

EAST TENNESSELUMPHON1 COMPANY

FREE TESTmovie
Ti*" wit their to
'

bayWOWS SOU) Pepsin
to trybefore
Ctr."Id.
Dottie sent to
Acme
aalressiag the errairiarty. 'This offer Is to prove Mat**
remedy will Sits we din, and leerily open to these
wee hare sever taken It. Sane tor It It you have say
symplthis of 'Matadi, lbw or bowel disease. Gentlest
pot most Metres '-aathe for children, semen and ded
Talks, A zuzre,teed, iserrneacit home tore. THE
PUBLIC
"hu lautAtae Sa Sued are Sono
as DR. ColDer ILL'S SYRUP Pf PSia." This product
Leone sent, g 1,21 1.41 Pie. 1/,
D. C.

ing can have a free

,
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'Watch the
Label

PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
107 Cakivalti bldg., Illeattoello.
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I tr...1 IS .1I.ir.1 s It.. fleet and Met eel( trive combined hound S)rt.i.
hot hod a sti
s u hat it did for no
fo:.ceA to ac:lire from congress at the day mace.
Sold by J. it tiehlschlaeger, Lang Bros
a ppromet
ec ee:on approprialions and C. 0. Ripley.
for the state ilepaTtnient, which, if
poovided. weuld enable the navy deNeVI AliiliKit`r
Persia.
Pertinent to stapes: :emits of tile room
Nu v 25.--- Jelin B. JibA kstr :
whieb would be thus vacated' in the Awe:Stan minls tor to Persia, has
hi
present toner:mei building. It es the !eyed hr re. Jackson will take up le
purpose to flare a sue-commiltee of
w post at Tehran about the end o.
the senate and house committees of this
'
pubLe grounds t.sit tne tirci
m ts in asce rta 1 n• by knepeotion the
THERWS NO USE
congcLited conditions
which prevent Talking, you can't beat lierbine for
the diver. The greatest regulator ever
the elute:Gym-tilt of the present force offered to suffering humanity. It you
to the beet advantage. and endangers stiffer from liver complaint. If you are
bilious and fretful, its your liver, and
the ht ailzh ce the teerks.
Herbine will put It in its proper con-

Pcfdkicah Ky.

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-

thtise tom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

dition. A positive cure for Constipation, Lifillommess. Dyspepsia and all ills
due to a torpid liver. Try a bottle aeI
Ruin Fa aaaaa us Wook of Art.
you will never use anything eise. Rohl
Rome, Nov. 2>s. —Work ingmen em- by J. H. Ochlscialtuuter, Lang 13rus. and
the
C. 0. Ripley.
p:,tred upon the clot Lee' l'ahts in
REMOVED Ti) THIRD AMP
palate.
, of a 'banker rameel Vicenzej
KENTUCKY
Irreper eley have damagcl Ange:o! The difference between what )0i
Bueato's celebiated fiasco. The piree- l are and what roe would be l *hi Seek BAndtnig, Bank
Work, Legal
ter has been seratched and peek° Prophecy of what you shall he.
yni Liixary Work • specialty.
place I I
that Is
away s lad!

HENRY MANMEN, JR.
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New York Board of Education Leaves
Matter to Judgment of superintendents,

New York, Nov. 29.—C'h rietm as
carols may- still be sung and the holiday wl:1 be observed eking tnalitIonat
lines In the pubis' schools of this
city. Late today the board of
education adopted a resolution which
p:acca that body on record as not opposed to these observances, and leaves,
the matter to the judgment of endi- 1.
superinter.dients. In feet, members of the bceed declared afterward
that there had never been an'- Intention of abarelonir.g _these programs.
and that the recent agitation- had
arisen from a misunderstanding of a
resolution adopted by the board last
February. This' resolution provided
that strictly sectarian. matters must]
not, be introduced Into text or songt
books. Hence some changes in this
winter's new publications had beet,
deemed wise
The books are now in press, and It
was reported that all .reference tt.
Christ had been stricken from the
proof sheets. The song 'books, it was
GIs° con.tatn us.
r untored, wou
Chri-st iia
rolu, Protest agaicat the
supposed acticn of the board roTI.
lowed. and nanny clergymen voted
that the schc,o1 children be allowed
to celebrate Christmas in the old
way.

Pi

Are stile result of an
abnormal condition of
the more prominent nerve
branches, caused by congestion, irritation, or disease. If you want terkelieve the pain try Dr. Miles
Anti-Pain Pills. They
often relieve when everything else- fails. They
leave no - tliaagreeablo
Just a
after-effects.
pleasurable sense of relief. Try them.
"I have ri
,uraigia headache right
Over my eyes, and I am really afraid
that my eyes will burst. 1 also have
neuralgia, pain arnurd my heart. I
have been Lit king It Mien'' AntiPain Pins. recently Sind find they relieve these treuldis quicldy. I s,e-san
than
find it necessary to tohe
two tablets for compl, 1 ,, r. It.
MRS. KATI I
if,
1117 Valicy sf.
n.111;10.1.
"I taw awful speP
and have doctortd a w , .,t dral withFor the
out getting mu, h h.
been taking
last two years I 1..,s
Dr. Miles' Anti-Pain' blits and they
always reit, e me. I have been PO
bag_ with near-lir:la that 1 rometimite
thOtight I woeld go rri-czy
Sometimes
MO Of them,
It is necessary to Tal
but never more ando.t A.•}' an. Wire to
MTIS. FERRIER,
relieve
2-ini
1"f . Lynn :M.. 'Lincoln. Neb.
Your druggist sells Or. Miles' AntiPain Pills, and we authorize him to
return the price of *li'st package (only)
If It talc to benefit yen.

NEW STATE HOTEL
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses

METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop,
beyteat and best hotel In the cit7
Two large sampb
Kates $2.00.
teems. Bath rooms, Electric Ligiate
the only centrally located Hotel I.
he city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE fa&

do a generel
livery husiness

he Tully Livery Campany
(1).,..roorat,A )
Fourth !!..mi kenhx'9 Ate.

LIOITFD.
.
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIA Eli
0.11,
1=M111•1=1.= •••

PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)

R. L. Mdelurtrie

FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STE %MICR CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rise,
Every tVielitesday at
p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT
EUGENE ROBINSON

Master
(lea ,

toe] Phone 812.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Furet:re Stared and Packed

This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collectee
by the clerk of the boat.

Special excursion rates from Pada!
Like a young bird and gulp down whateah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
peer food or medicine may be offered you?
trip $8 00. Leaves Paducah every
Or, do you want to know sotnetliing of the
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
totneositIon and charaeter of that which
you take Into your stomach whether as
fetel or medicine?
EVANSVILLE, PADUC H AND
Most intelligent and sensible people
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
now-a-days insist on knowing what they
CAIRO LINE.
employ whether as food or as medicine,
(Incorporated.)
Dr. Piefce belle-es they have a perfect
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
right to insist upon such knowledge. So he
EVANSVILLF.-let1/1.*C.tH PACKETS
publishes,
dcast and on each bottle.
(Daily Eseept Sunday.)
r, wha
•ines are made of
Third and Broadwa-an v ties '
This he feele
IMMIGRANTS COMPLAIN
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
he can w
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
ordeejo
008P411110111•111111111111.11111ills
MINIM (he epiteedients
which his
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans.
Treatment in 'Mississippi For.
Of
Ill
Ire made are studied and n rider:reed' Doi
ville and way- landings at It a. m.
eign Government to Investigate.
more- will their superior curairie virtue;
'PHE STEAMER DICK- FOWLER
reeTi
ee
All the patent medicines and
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and ea)
Tor the cure of woman's peculiar weak.
Vieille 2. Nov. 2S.—Agents eton
toilet artjeles fulvert;seti in this landings at S a. m. sharp, daily, exteases, Irregularities and derangements, the government sent to the
paper are ou sale at
giving rise to frequent headaches, backcept Sunday. Special excursion rate)
complaints
the
it,
inquire
Mto
U
n
i
t
e
d
S
a
s
ache, dragging-down pain or -distress in
now in effect from Paducah to Cairr
Store
McPherson's
Drug
into
lower abdominal or pelvic region, accom- that the Austrian immigrants
and return, with or without meals
Broadway.
Fourth
and
panied, ofttimes, vrlth a debilitating, that country were being subjected to se
aed room. Good music and table un
pelvic, catarrhal drailrand kindred symptreatment and the .reetriction of
surpassed.
toms of weakness, Dr. Plexce's Favorite personal liberty, have reported to the
For further information apply ti
Prescription is a meat efficient remedy.
ro wriggle
It is equally effective in curing painful government that the complaints were
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, te
first—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
periods, In giving strength to nursing grossly exaggeritted.
Nevertheless
1Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a'
mothers and in preparing the system of
them,
the expectant mother for baby's coming, the authorities hare ordered
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office
thus rendering childbirth safe and corn, promptly to examine into every claim'
First and Broadway.
paratively painless, The "Favorite Pre- made by Austrians in America. 4 The
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
se ri ption " is a most potent,strengthening
and without injury.
tonic to the general system and to the chief grievance is agaenet the Mac
organs distinctly feminine in partieulree tire of employere in the southern
THE
Take home a pail of chile.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
It is also a soothing and invigorating states of deducting the cost of tram-nervIne and cures nervous exhaustion,
supper
more
It
will
make
your
AND
'
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
TH
C
EO
L
CURE
the
wages
of
Laborers
tom
nervous prostration; neurahfla, hysteria, pottat to n f
spasms, chorea 01 ht. Vitus s dance, and
enjoyable. Puils free.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoierself by
*thee distressing nervous symptoms atTelephone Official Resigns.
tendant upon functional and organic dissending us your laundry.
Minneapolis. Nov. 25.—It is an
eases of the distinctly feminine organs.
WITH,
A host of medical authorities of all the eounced that H. .1. Petting'''. presiseveral schools of practice, recommeeri
each of the several ingredients of which dent of the Northwestern Telephone
eFaeorite Prescription" is made for the eitehaeee, has resigned anti will
cure of the diseesee for which it is claimed sticeeeded by S. Yost, president of
to he a cure. 'You may read what they
_say for uoureeif by sending a metal card f he Nobrakka and, Owe. Telephone .
row Bottle Tea
yeeIOLDS
118 S. Fourth St.
remieet ter a free booklet of extracts company. k
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
from the leading authorities, to Dr. R. V.
Both Phones-2-00. 120 North Fourth St.
Pieree, Levee-di Hotel and Surgical- InGUARANTEED SATISPACTOR
Ladies and Gentlemen
M-sa'm-an wears a fit_ irk leg cap
stitute, Buffalo. N. Y.,sod it will COMO to
sem ey return pest
ellnelemellin951191$1111111111111.1191:1911111111111
or his see' hat.
) •4111111111=11111111111111111111111111
solicited. We
accord to all

Mt),

403 Jeffeites St

Home Seekers' tick'-t to all
points in the south and southwest, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirty days.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

A Change for the
Family

KILL

C.SHNIDER'S

STAR LAUNDRY"

Chile Parlor

U
uC
Nci1is

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FoR noucHs

For information, appPy to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T, DONOVAN,
Art City Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATH•ER,
Agent Union Depot

4111:111111111111111111111111111111111

PADt'CAlii PkX)PLE
With flirtink Coughs Need V11114It Stops the Cough and (Aired
the Cause.
This is the season for coughs and
colds, and for the benefit of Paducah
people our local druggist, W. B. McPherson, tells them the best means
for a cure.
He gays: "Take Vino), our real cod
without oil. It
liver preparation
like
does not upset the atomatt
cough syrups, and it is melt more
effective. Vinol is not a palliative
but a curative."
This is beeause Yawl contains in
a highly conte•ntrated form all of the
healing, strength creating and medichral elements of cod liver oil at-tually taken front fresh cods' livers, with
all the useless. nauseating oil eliminIt tastes
ated and tonic iron added
fine, and 'linnet upset the weakest
stomach, hence its wonderful power
to cure.
We ask every person in Paducah
who has a chronic aough or hard cold
to try Mot on our guarantee. W. B
McPherson, Deal.. • Paducah. Ky.
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AL KAUFMAN

ttela solso

efaXBOR0

WHY?

GETS DECIslii\ OVER "TWIN"
St I,LIVAN AT COLMA.
.

Clear Cut ‘"ietory for Cohn* Boy in
Teeenty-tifth 114puted—it Was a
Disepp•tintment.

HY worry, Things go wrong, we know—they always have
sna always will. But there's a silver lining to every cloud
are sure to come out right in the end
things
and
Just as the great balance wheel regulates the machinery of a factory. so the law of supply and demand will adjust
itself—and this happy old world will go on just the
same as ever.
Thirty-nine years ago this splendid
store started out to fulfill a mission—
the supplying of the world's best merchandise at the lowest possible cost—
and we are keeping on today—unchangeable in our plans and achievements—and people appreciate our attitude.

W

CLOTHES

Celina, Cal., NOV. 29.—Al Kaufman, of this city, was awardtd. the
deckion over. Jaek (Twin) Sullivan
at the end of the twillitY-liftb round.
The deeieion was clear cut.

CLOTHES

The fight up to the tenth round
was pracecably an even affair. After
that, however, Kaufman forged to
trete and was never in danger aga..
Ruellvan did Ms bast work in the
early rounds and for a time it booked
as though he neg•te win. It wee k
Sire and take affair up to tlie
If there is any one thing we would
with Sullivan having the betel
emphasize today, it is the respecially
In the sixte-nth Feufman eut loose.
markable values we are offering in
He fortee Saila:van from one t•••
the ram to the other, landing
Men's Suits and Overcoats at
at will with lefts and rights
Jaw. He tried to put Sullte,
and in dotng so weakened
and showed that he lacked
• CONI eat I a IN NEW l'olth CITY requatite--a knock-out mew+. F. .
:
'•
this time on one round ,
AND le INCREASING.
titian of the other. Su .
great gameness throughout the balance of the fight. In almost ever
Will. Stater,. and .4.s- ona of the following rounds it seemed
Streets
latish a. Enjoted By Rich and
certain that he must go to the t,
Poor.
front the grueling shower of rg:,
and left 'wings to the jaw, but he SIf itRS
f5 OUT
wa)s taed the scratch although
MENS•ms BO'
.4.0 8171,4•94..ry
perentlt in great distress. lie eta
ESTA 81_13HED 1868
New York, Nov. 29 --Roller skat- cent aurally- to save hImeele fro!, .
Years,
39
for
Clothier
Your
ing reenas to be as much of a fad with
nt. Kaufman thereaffea
both the boys and girls as bicycle
voted his attacks to Sullivan's atom-'
riding was a few years ago. But the
ach and during the laat few tour •
now pastime ha enjoyed by_ the poor put in- several vicious punches. a
as well ars the rich. The streets ars one of which :seemed powerful
enoug
full of skaters, and the smooth as- to put out any ordinary mate
Phalt streets make It poatible for the
The fight in so far as Ka
children to skate back and forth te
was a great
school. The sport seems to be uni- was concerned
epectatere
the
to
pointment
versal throughout the eity, and there
--721=
developed the feet
are as nntey to be seen skating in the much as it
does not by far •
slums as in the faahlonable reeidten- the Californian
Special Showing of
Sp.'cial Showing of
championship ealehre
Oat suctions The cuetom of playful; play the
which he has been accredited.
hock*" on the sidewalks has become
The Melt elect developed that
so common that it is probable Cat a
Kaufnran lacks both ye
that
!eta .stll twee tea se pase.ed aa.i. ws.
viciouenese After the tee.•
against iyeliwts, fortiliddeig them to
elf:timed that he had ite
nee the sidewalk. The fad, howeves,
E are sure that our line of $20 Snits and Overcoats will, not
ITI1 pardeettide pride we call your attention to the extraordihand during the sixth email, telt if
people
is not confined to the yoting
apparnot
was
it
only meet with your approval, but will bring forth your encase,
the
was
such
are
showing
we
515
which
and
Suits
Overcoats
in
values
nary
alone, but ertends to all clasees and
spectators. Kauffman u
thusiastic praise. The reason of this is not far to see, for a greater
in our corner window. They are chosen from at least half a dozen of
ogee, with the result that a great ent to the
throughout, and clear:,
many new rin•ks have been opened. the aggressor
portion of these garments are worthy representatives of our famous
the most comprehensive lin-es of $15 clothing made in this country
in all but a few
outfought
Sullivan
and some of them tave been moat
'Roxboro' line. Tailored with care, patterned with all the excluare backed up by
and
respect
every
in
dependable
are
emitter,'
materials
he
T
was
decision
The
rourele.
magnificently finelaborately and
which characterizes "The Master Craftmanship."
siveness
_
depleas.•
was
it
a just one, though
our usual broad guarantee: "Satisfaction or your money back."
tehl 41
line not only comprises a complete showing of fancy patThis
to some of the spectaterre who seemed
The patterns are rich and refined it coloring and the styles are
terns, but blue serges and black unfinished worsteds of special value
to think that Kaufman shelled have
He Fought at Gettysburg.
will be found in all styles and sizes.
modeled after our highest grade garments.
scored a knockout.
Dated Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
1
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
Sold for $10.000.
"Electric }deem have done me more
New York. Nov. 29 —Direct Hal,'
good- than any medicine I ever took
For several years I had stomach pacer, one of the holden, of the
,MIIIMOIMMIMIMMeend
trouble, and paid out much money word's team or pole record, 2:05 24
to
$10,000
for
sold
mite,
one
for
until
-purpose,
little
to
medicine
for
I began taking Electric Bitters. I floweret Cobb. of Ithaca. N. Y.. at the
REE TO FIGHT SUNDAY PLAY. order that welt made against the mar college to be orthodox, but has tileFootball Scores.
shal by the circuit court Mx weeks covered that it is not. He cites the
would not take $50e for what they Old Glory Horse Sale today.
Notre Dame, 21; St. N'incent
Story of Jonah, wheth he says the
have done for me." Grand tonic for
aliesouri Couri tholes Prohibitior ago.
/ege, 13.
O'Brien. Swarthmore's creek quite
eoleire refugee to Recent, and says fat
Case.
the aged and for female weaknesses
Kansas
City
in
%%ail
Attketi, 13; Drake. 3.
Great alterative and body builder; t erhaek, was a sad d isalvo'nem en t
COURT TO ACT ON .10N.eli STORY will ask the courts to pass on the
Washburn, 12; Oklahoma, 0.
mat ter.
best 'of all for lame back and weak against Cornell.
Kansas City, Nov. 29.—The suCreighton, 9; Haskell Indians, 6 : WILL IlK opy:\ Kit AT 313 BROADkidneys. Guaranteed by all drugto Figure
labial:al
of
.%4TOUllt
Truth
Rum my dull football reetterin t
denied
at
City
O.
court
Jefferson
preme
Nebraska,
St. Louis, 34;
WAV Itl 0, E. WILSON.
gists, 50c.
agatost
In alaefetchueetta Suit.
-The idea of his carting rne extravOne- a dozen platers
the writ of prohibition filed on be
Kansas. 4: Missouri. 0.
19415
in
21
i7 ro 19nr, and
agant!" exclaimed Mrs. Schoppen.
half of the theater managers, elgai
University Utah, 13; Colorado.
all] inset several foothan play- Springs, 10.
"Well," replied her teen& "perSTIAVESANT 1"ls11. JR..
h1P,courta of
Boston. Nev. 29.—Tdealers and others indicted for keepFliti:MAN ON THE FRISCO, (TS by graduation next June: OarSchool alines, a; University Colo- Has dad, sticre.04 in Harbour's IS'- ing open on Sunday to prevent Judge Massachusetts may be called upon to haft* you're not as econorriical in
partne•nt store and Will Have
taln Below. Crompton. Paige. How redo, 4.
having pass OD the truth of ohe story of youe shopping as you might be!"
William H. Wallace from
Complete Line.
"Nonsense! Wle. I never buy a
further cognizance of these cases Jonah and the whale. The Chrietian
Wichita, Kan., Nov. 29.—Aftet ard and Tad Jones. Januar and AlWestern University Pennsylvania
working for four months as a way- cott_
Hermann Brumback, presiding judge Beide college has brought suit against lileeeed thing but baegains."—Pleile6; State College, 0.
aattcher Lou Citter wiTh emend the
of the caveat court, denied an appii• Rev. Gtastavus A. Hoffman. of Maple- delphM Pres*.
bill clerk in the Frisco freight office
Lafayette, 31; Dickinson, 9.
at Muskogee, Ok., Stuyvetant Fish, winter in New Mexieo in preparaties
cation for a temporary- injunction to wood., to enforce the payment of an
Marietta, 611; Ohio University, 0.
known
well
the
Mr.
Wilson,
E.
D.
restrain the county marshal front trdersed note. Mr. Hoffman dcollned
Jr., son of the former president of for next season 'a Work at the Boston
Be not oversuspicious, but keep
Gettysburg, 6; Franklin and Marbrut denier, at Harbour's, has seraiding the theaters on Sunday and to pay the note on the reel1 r! that tour eye on the man who b.oaets of
the Illinois Central, is a fireman on Americans' ex penee.
shall, 0.
base for five years on the
a
cured
•• •
• ary restraining when he siat , • '
dis-•
road. His friends
a the h
hr.n(lvy.
the Rock lslai
Georgetown, 0, Washington Uni"Pud.ge" lieffhtfinger, the former
building .51 313 Broadway now oeyoung Fish Yale star and one of the greatest foot versity, O.
were surprised when
aoda
a
as
edpied by H. G. Thompson
took off his coat 'and set to work as ball players thet ever hit the•14ii4
IIIIIIMIleseeseeseateete
F°1112am , 35; Holy Ceoss, fi
efountain and feature show, and will
an ordinate clerk, bat that was noth• was a big atterction at the Ya)e-HarOhio State tadvertaty. 16'. Ohio
the year.
of
first
the
it
into
move
ing to their astonishment when they yard game.
Weeieean, a).
Mr. Wilson is one of the most profound hint in a grimy. coat blackened
Penesylvania, 12; Cornell,
"Germ'any" Schulz, of Michigan,
,
;Intl eneigetic retail Mfg
gressive
suit shoveling coal into the Rock Is- who ilea orient in ease. hat. beet.
chant•i In the city, and has built a
land engines.
beet
the
as
picked by a good many
Use Sun Want Ads.—Ilest results. a splendid business at his pres...
-(-enter in America.
location. He 118ti had a desire to get
Booker Waatrinarton's own forithe'l
A Significant Prayer.
over'on Broadway for some years
been
have
make
Tigers,
you
help
Lord
the
"May
team, the Tuskegee
tnd this building is the first store
Ihicklen's Arnica Salve known to playing a few games in -the north rethat has appealed to hint as deall." writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel, cently, but !made a rather poor show
•
sirable.
Hill. N. C. It quickly took Ore pair ing.
The Thompson stock, which is In
out of a felon for me and cured it in
Lafayette playera hfaxe_ adopted
the hands of Referee In Bankruptey
a wonderfully short time." Best on soccer as a game to develop lung
, E. W. ilagby. is to be sold in a few
earth for sore. burns and wounds power and vrind. This ought to he a,
, days. when Mr. Wilson will begin
25c at all druggists.
good game for prize fighters as well.,
making preparations to fit up the
A Texas editor wants to know wha,.
building.
would happen If everyone-irhould be
Agitation Unabated.
the right to kill one perm. It
given
Alfrom
age-Ade-keg
Nov.
Paris.
Appendicitis.
geria. state that the agitation among wouldn't work with baseball fans. as
I; clue in a large measure to abuse of
go
to
umpires
are
there
enough
not
the tut- MI:eat frontier tribes * unthe bowe;s"y employing drastic
abated The governor ef Algeria telepurgatives. To avoid all danger, use
Jack Bonner, the heavyweight who
graphs that two thousand tribesmen
,only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
have invaded Algerian territory', de- has been -out of the game for- a long
safe, gentle cleansers and invigorastroying mush property. The gov- time, is erteduled to box rallekey Metors. Guaranteed for headache, bilerno: has received an urgent request Drwougth at Wilkeebarre within the
iousness, malaria and jaundice, at
foi-- troops. from the mayor of Ne- next week or two.
all druggists, 25c.
fixture who sa•s the- town is threatened by a large horcie'lle Arabs. Ad- MANY FATALITIES IN
.
Secretary of the Senate.
THE NORTHERN VINERIES
ditional forces will he went there to _
Charles Godwin Bennett .of New
exact exemplary watisfaetien.
York, seerettery of the senate, le one
Milwaukee, Nov. 2a.—The retort
We would be glad to :4 the handsomest men at the emplace,
of fatalities In the pineries of Northven during the seeslons of congress.
-en Wirconsin and upper Michigan
have you call at our 0He`
WM% a member of the house for
durinlz the open game and deer seastore and let us explain fear years. and upon being defeated
on of 1907, which closes Saturday
was elected secretary
night, Is 'far greater than during ary
this remarkable Offer to for re-election.
If the senate In 1900. He swaggers,
season for many years past. Thirty
you.
about the senate chamber in nonone nImrods have lost their lives
chalant fashiten and the guides are
since the opening seasoh began.
Free delivery to any frequently appealed to by the varitors
while thirty-seven and possibly more
POWDERS
wounded.
of the opposite sex to tell them who
have been maimed and
part of the city.
record will he swelled bethat "distinguished )(voicing men Is.
this
That
I ho only pure and
756.
Both
phones
probis
week
the
of
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ROLLER CRAZE

$15.00 and $20.00
Waireiall)111.

'W

E fear that sometimes our friends do not realize the magnitude of our $15 and $20 lines---the very special cares
which is given to their selection and the exceptional values wnich we always off? at these pric(s

Notice Our Windots) Display It Speaks for Itself

$1,5Suits and Overcoats
W

$20 uits and Overcoats
W

1

BOOK STORE

_

In October, 1907, the aver-

$2.70

age bill for electric lights
for 680 residences was

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for •

$2.07

Everybody can use electric
lights at this price. Have
your house wired and use
the most convenient light
in the world.

1.00

DR JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
CURE

Price

{

100

W. B. MTHERSON

S. II. WIN STEAD

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

141
')
•

t'

